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STATUS OF AGRICULTURAL TRADE ISSUES
AND NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINK AND THE EUROPEAN
UNION

MONDAY, MARCH 15, 1999

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

CommJTrFE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in
room SD-2 15, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E.
Grassley (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Baucus, Conrad, and Kerrey.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E.-lRA89LEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM IOWA, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Senator GRASSLEY. I am pleased to welcome everybody to this

hearing. I am Senator Chuck Grassley, and this is; the Inter-
national Trade Subcommittee. We are going to examine today the
status of agricultural trade issues between the United States and
China, and the United States and the European Union.

When the United States helped create the General Agreement of
Tariffs and Trades in Geneva in 194?, we helped build a world
trading system that has expanded our collective wealth, enhanced
our colective vistas, and helped secure the peace.

It is a sign of how far we have come and~ how much we have ac-
complished that that original 23 members are now a group of 134
nations, seeking to assure even greater non- discriminatory mar-
kets access and to more effective ly settle disputes among nations
in the World Trading Organization.

Now new challenges confront the trading system that I have de-
scribed. Today, we will hear testimony on whether China's commit-
ment to the WTO principles of free trade and unlimited market ac-
cess, particularly in its agricultural markets, are sufficiently strong
and comprehensive enough to merit their admission.

Our top trade negotiations have put in enormous efforts with
their Chinese counterparts over the past few weeks to see whether
we can resolve outstanding a culture market access issues be-
tween our two nations that will clear the way for China to join the
WTO.



[ understand, and have just talked to Peter Scher, our Chief Ag-
ricultural Trade Negotiator, upon his return from China. We ea-
gerly await your report, Mr. Scher.

The World Trading Organization is the ultimate rule-based trad-
ing system. It is under enormous pressure already because of the
way In which these rules are observed, and, in some instances, not
observed. That is why it is so vitally Important that all WTO mem-
bers have confidence in the commitments made by prospective
members.

Recent developments in China's trade policies have given me
much concern. China has historically protected most of its agri-
culture sector, and especially its domestic meat industry, from im-
port competition. In 1997, China made specific commitments to
permit the importing of meat for its retail market during a 1-year
trial program.

Under this plan, China agreed to allow meat imports into the
general market from selected plants in three countries, including
the United States. Of 36 Chinese companies that were granted per-
mission to import meat under this program, 27 received approval
to import poultry, 4 companies received approval to import beef,
and just 1 was approved to import pork.

When American Embassy staff in Beijing attempted to learn if
there were any quotas on the volume of meat allowed to be im-
ported by this one company. They were told three different stories.

First, they were told, yes, there was a quota. When asked to
specify the amount of the quota, the Chinese said that this was
confidential information. On a third try, our embassy was told the
quota for all 36 companies was more than 125,000 metric tons.

This occurred 5 years after the Chinese agreed to a bilateral
1992 memorandum of understanding on market access with the
United States. The very first article in this agreement was a com-
mitment to provide transparency on all laws and regulations re-
garding the sale, distribution, processing, and other use of imports
or exports.

Now, words alone on market access are not enough. We expect
China to demonstrate its commitment to unlimited and unqualified
market access for American agricultural products.

Now, with regard to Europe, agricultural trade issues have never
been more important and, right now, even more contentious. The
European Union is the second-largest U.S. market for our agricul-
tural products..

Agricultural trade between the European Union and the United
States reached nearly $16 billion last year, but the European
Union's huge direct farm subsidies-which are about 8 times the
amount of U.S. direct subsidies-it supports and its market-dis-
torting quotas under the Common Agricultural. Policy have made it
very difcult to conduct free trade in many agricultural products.

Just last week, the European Union Farm Ministers announced
so-called reform of the Common Agricultural Policy that will actu-
ally boost total European Union farm spending by about $4 billion
over the 1999 spending levels, and do that sometime between the
year 2000 and 2006.



The United States~ and the European Union are also at odds over
biotechnology food &A~fety requirements that appear to be nothing
more than nontariff barriers and food labelig

Finally, we have to address tho unfinished business of the Uru-
guay Round and new multilateral trade negotiations on agri-
culture. The conversion of the quantitative restrictions to tariff rate
quotas left many agricultural products highly protected. Tariffs on

agrcultural products worldwide are three to four times higher than
therates for most industrial products, with some tariffs reaching
200 percent or more.

We cannot resolve all these problems at once, but I hope that the
insight and guidance that we -hear from you today will inform our
discussions so that we can find the right &nwere for our country.

Before I recognize my colleagues, I would just like to return a
moment to the issue of China. There has been a great deal of dis-
cussion in recent weeks about what standards ought to be applied
with regard to WTO accession.

I would like to read a portion of a letter that I received recently
on this subject from former President Gerald R. Ford. It states,
partially, "If economic relations are not resolved constructively,"
meaning with China, "there will be adverse developments dip-
lomatically and politically between our two nations. That is why I
strongly believe that China must make more than a down payment
on market access concessions.

"Rather, China should guarantee unconditional and full market
access upon entering into the World Trade Organization, and
should a bide by the same trading rules the WTO applies to any
other mao in trial nation.

"We have seen too many times over the years when promises of
future concessions to open foreign markets are made, and then the

prmised concessions fail to materialize. The stakes this time are
tohigfh to engage China on anything but normal commercial

terms.
I will put that entire letter in the record.
[The letter appears in the appendix.]
Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to

the testimony of the witnesses, and I thank you for your statement.
Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Conrad?
Senator CoN~RAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank the wit-

nesses as well.
Let me put up a chart that reflects one of the great frustrations

I have, representing a State that is heavily dependent on agri-
culture, in fact, perhaps no State more heavily dependent on agri-
culture than mine.

Our chief competitors, obviously, are the Europeans. This is what
they are doing in terms of export subsidy a year in the red. The
blue, almost impossible to see, is what we are doing. You can see,
they are over 100 times as much as we are, what they are spending
to rmote exports as what we are spending.

n overall basis, if we looked at what they are spending to
support their producers versus what we are spending, it would be
about 10 to 1. This creates an impossible situation for our farmers.



I liken it to. telling our farmers, you go out and compete against
the French farmer and the German farmer, and while you are at
it, take on the German Government and the French Government
as well. That is not a fair fight.

Now, some have said, we just ought to go to free markets. Now,
that would be fine if there were free markets in agrcuture. Unfor-
tunately, that is not the condition that we face in the world. In-
stead, what we face is our chief competitors heavily subsidizing
their producers, while we are at much lower levels.

Then we come along with the trade agreement and we say, both
sides shall reduce by an equal percentage. Now, that is a good deal
if you are in Europe. It is not such a good deal if' you are an Amer-
ican producer. The result is lower prices for our producers and
what amounts, in my State, to a farm depression.

Gus, nobody knows it better than you,, because you have been
kind enough to come repeatedly to our major exposition every year,
Market place arnd have a chance to talk to producers. You, I thik
heard their A-ustration and their concern.

Mr. Chairman, these are issues that we must respond to. We
cannot be engaged in unilateral disarmament in a trade confronta-
tion. We would never do it in a military confrontation. Why ever.
we would do it in a trade confrontation eudes me.

So, Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased that we are holding this
hearing. I hope that we send a message loud and clear that we can-
not leave our producers at a competitive disadvantage. We cannot
leave them holding the bag. But right now, they are in desperate
circumstances and require a very powerful U.S. response.

I just want to conclude on China. China has been engaged in
really a shell game and a charade with respect to using sanitary
and phytsanitary standards, not based on science, but based on
what is good for their trade position. We have seen them blocking
our exports of U.S. wheat based on erroneous claims of being vul-
nerable to TCK smut. They have no scientific basis for this, but
they use it very cleverly to keep us out of their markets. Mr. Chair-
mani, [ hope we address these and other issues today. Again, thank
you for holding this hearing.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Chairman, might I just follow on? I asso-
ciate myself with the remarks of my friend from North Dakota. I
see Mr. Eizenstat here, Deputy Secretary of State. It is; very impor-
tant that he is here because, very often, we have Trade Ministers
at USTR and agriculture and so forth, and a lot of these issues are
dependent upon our foreign policy issues, our National security
issues.

Very frankly, I think that too often when we are discussing these
Erblems, these trade problems and trade barriers, that we are just

~ind of just talking. ,The reason we are just talking, is because we
do not have the 'ig peop le in front of us.

The right peoplefaky are in the White House, are in the
State Department, are in te Pentagon, in addition to-in fact, in
many cases even more important than, with no disrespect to our
panelists right here--some other people than we have up here.
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For example, TOK smut. That has been a problem for 25 years.
Beef hormone in Europe 10, 12 years, at least. Years. And we just
talk. All we do is just talk. And we mean well here. We mean very
well here, and I know you do, Mr. Chairman. I know that my good
friend from North Dakota does.

In fact, no one fights harder for agriculture than the Senator
from North Dakota. But I am sure he oins in with me in his frus-
tration tat, ye vrofeall of our discussions here are
trumped by the ~4,they are trumped by the State Department,
they are trumped by the Pentagon, they are just trumped by oth-
ers.

We are going to talk about WTO accession with Ambassador
Barshefsky, the committee is, later sometime this week. She's a
wonderful woman. She tights hard. But she takes her marching or-
ders from others.

I would just say, Mr. Chairman, if we are going to be effective
and not just talk around here, I suggest that we call the right peo-
ple up here and figure out some way to address these issues di-
rectly and frontally, not just peripherally and around the margins.
Thank you.

Senator GRASSLEY. It seems to me, Senator Baucus, that we have
that opportunity now, as there is a question about China's entry
into the World Trading Organization. If there is any time for Con-
press to show its concern and exercise its constitutional power over
international trade issues, now is that opportunity.

Senator BAUCUS. That is right. We talk about it. But, again, the
WTO question is going to be decided, not by Amb~assador
Barshefsky, believe me.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes. Now, we go to three distinguished wit-
nesses we have. Stu Eizenstat, Undersecretary for Economic, Busi-
ness, and Agricultural Affairs, U.S. Department of State, and also
has worked in prvospositions with the European Union very
closely So, we wecm him and his background that he brings
with him.

Then Hon. Peter L. Scher, U.S. Trade Negotiator, U.S. Trade
Representative. Then the Honorable Gus Schumacher, Undersecre-
tary for Farm and Foreign Agricultural Services, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, and a person who is present at every major world
trading discussion that involves agriculture.

Now, if any of you are under any particular time constraints, let
me know ahead of time. Otherwise, we will just go with Stu, then
Peter, then Gus, in that order, and then we will ask you questions
accordingly afterwards.

STATEMENT OF HON. STUART E. EIZENSTAT, UNDERSECRE-
TARY FOR ECONOMIC, BUSINESS, AN4D AGRICULTURAL AF-
FAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. EJZENsTAT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be

here. I have had the privilege and honor of working with all three
of you in many capacities. I would say, Senator Baucus, I have not
found in my years with her that Charlene Barshefeky takes orders
from anybody, except the President.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, to make a pint, she is not calling the
shots. I understand about Ms. Barshefeky She is very, very tough,



and she is very, very good as a negotiator. But we are talking
about policy here. Policy is determined by many others in addition
to her, in addition not only to the Presidept bt many others in
the executive branch that basically she has- io listen to and defer
to.

Mr. EIZENSTAT. Let me start by saying that agriculture is in my
title and I have taken that seriously. I meet regularly with agricul-
tur;a groups and feel very strongly that the continued liberalization
of world markets and the resulting expansion in trade holds par-
ticular promise and vitality for our farm sector, and, indeed, ex-
ports are absolutely crucial to the livelihood of Amnerica's farm
workers.

This promise of continued trade expansion is not something that
is going to happen of its own accord. Lt requires U.S. leadership.
One of the best ways to show this is to-ffirm a set of basic trade
principles underpinning the growth of world trade since 1945.

These include the importance of respecting trade commitments,
establishing a clear,, transparent, and predictable process to govern
the regulation of trade, and, crucially, the affirmation of decisions
on the environment, health and safety be based on scientific cri-
teria.

These principles have direct relevance to the set of issues we now
face in China and Europe. I know that Peter Scher will cover Chi-
na's WTO accession and related issues in more detail.

Suffice it to say from my standpoint that it is crucially important
that China join the WTO on commercially meaningful terms and
fully respect the rules of the system.

Principles regarding trainsp arency and the use of scientific-based
decisionmaking-precisely what Senator Conrad was saying-have
direct relevance to some of the ongoing disputes we had 'with China
over wheat, beef, and citrus.

I would like to spend the bulk of my time talking about Europe,
where I spent a great deal of my efforts and tenure in this adminis-
tration. It is worth remembering that we often let the immediacy
of our trade disputes blind us to the real benefits that we each
enjoy from access to each other's markets.

Two-way trade and investment flows account for more than $1
trillion annually One in 12 industrial jobs in the United States
comes from a Eropean-owned factory, and the Europeans are the
biggest foreign investors in 41 of our 50 States.

This is also reflected in our bilateral agricultural flows. From
1991 through 1997, U.S. agricultural exports to the EU rose from
$7 billion to over $8.5 billion, and we have, during that period, con-
sistently run an agricultural trade surplus of $2-$3 billion. But
there are challenges in front of us and we are now entering a cru-
cial period in our economic and agricultural relationship with Eu-

T'he EU is engaged in a politically difficult process of reforming
its Common Agricultural Polcy with very large implications for
the types of subsidies our own farmers will have to compete against
in the future. We are also facing a tough set of trade issues on ba-
nanas, beef hormones, and in more general areas of biotech.

Although I am sure Peter and Gus will talk about this in more
detail in terms of bananas and beef, these issues have broader



ramifications, for the future of the WTO dispute resolution system
than the products themselves. EU actions undercut critically need-
ed support in Congress and in the agricultural community for the
WTO.

The need for a clear and rational tradin set. of principles is
greatest in the area of biotechnology. As U.T. agricultural and re-
lated products, everything ranging-from tomato paste to vegetable
oil increasing involve biotech.

ihis issue is one of grwing importance to our competitiveness
in the 21st century. Within a few years virtually 100 percent of
U.S. agricultural commodity extorts will ie genetically modified or
mixed with GMO products. I fave long personal experience with
tis issue from my time as U.S. ambassador toteEU, with scars
to show for it from round-up ready soybeans to BT corn.

We, of course, respect the EU's right to have a system of govern-
ment oversight of GMO s. No government can advocate its responsi-
bility to have in place a system to ensure that the safety of food,
feed, and the environment is in place. But that system, Mr. Chair-
man and members of the committee, must be predictable, trans-
parent, efficient, and scientifically based. In the case of the EU, it
is none of the above.

GMOs in the U.S. go through the same rigorous examination
process for safety that all of our food and feed products go through.
Since 1994, 20 genetically modified agricultural products have suc-

cessfullyr moved through our regulatory system toward commer-
cialization and marketing. The transparency and predictability of
our process gos a loing way to explain why these products have
largely enjoyed general consumer acceptance in the US.

Bu ti ifferent in Europe. Because there is no scientifically-
based government system to approve GMO products, the European
p ublic is susceptible to ill-informed scare tactics. Public opinion in
Europe is, therefore, far more emotional on this issue than in the

U.S.
The EU approval process for GMOs is-and let me be very

clear-non-transparent, unpredictable, not based on scientific pri*n-
ciples, and all too susceptible to political interference.

The EUs weak decisionmaking machinery in this area is also
partly to blame, as it often allows a single member state to throw
up road blocks and stall progress for reasons unrelated to scientif-
ically-based concern for health, safety, or the environment. We. saw
this most recently in the summer of 1998 with France, blocking
something that was scientifically proven to be safe, and we lost a

sgificant part of a tender we were owed.
The process in Europe is further complicated by the huge amount

of misinformation about GMOs in the media. This is so slanted, the
European public's views on the issue, that governments are reluc-
tant to undertake perfectly appropriate, but politically difficult,
regulatory decisions.

Nowhere is this more evident than in the U.K, where virulent
attacks on GMOs in the press, both tabloid and mainstream, have
made it difficult to hold a rational debate about the benefits of
biotech farm products.

The problems caused by lack of transparency and predictably are
most apparent in the beef hormone case. As is the case with bio-



technology, political opinion portrays this as a health and safety
issue, despite the broad scientific evidence to the contrary.

In response to the WTO ruling against its ban, the European
Commission has initiated 17 separate risk assessment studies on
hormones, none of which were cale for in the WTO finding.

We have so far been unable to get any information about these
studies from EU authorities. We do not know who is conducting
them, how the people conducting them were chosen, what evidence
they are looking for, what procedures are being followed. The EU
cannot be permitted to endlessly use the excuse of needing to con-
duct just one more study.

We have also been working to break this pattern of confrontation
by trying to improve coordination between EU and U.S. GMO regu-
latory processes and thereby reestablish the importance of the prin-
ciples regarding transparency, predictability, and scientific-based
decision making.

Under our Transatlantic Partnership, Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the committee, we and the EU have set up a biotech work-
ing group to address bilateral issues related to GMOs. They have
alI ready met in Washington.

We have proposed a pilot project designed to better coordinate
our regulatory processes for GMO s on both sides of the Atlantic.
We are also using this forum to raise our concerns about the inad-
equacy of the ETs current GMO regulatory system and how to re-
form it.

We have also been exploring ways to address the public percep-
tion problem in the EU regarding biotech agricultural products.
The State Department and other agencies have developed a public
diplomacy campaign on the beef hormone issue to make sure the
European public understands the facts regarding the scientific
studies that have failed to find any harmful effects from U.S. beef.

This kind of campaign should, and can be, broadened to include
information about biotechnology stressing the safety of marketed
products and the importance ot an open, transparent regulatory
system, and indeed the benefits biotechnology can bring

Biotechnology and its related issues are not just a U.S .EU prb-
lem. We faced similar problems just a few weeks ago in the diffcul
negotiations on the biosafet negotiations in Citegena.

We and a number of ot~ler nations recognize that certain pro-
posals would have created disguised barriers to agricultural trade,
would not have improved or protected the environment, and, prac-
tically speaking, would have resulted in a protocol incapable of
being implemented. This would have led to unnecessary trade re-
strictions on the world's food supply and limited the ability of other
nations to enjoy the benefits of modern biotechnology.

In our view, having no agreement was better than a bad agree-
ment that could not have been implemented. One of the greatest
concerns of the Cartegena talks was the degree to which many de-
veloping countries, many of whom would- be the largest bene-
ficiaries of biotech's promise of greater yields and reduced environ-
mental damage, sided with those who would have used the protocol
to restrict trade in food products. In the run-up to the next negoti-
ating session, we will continue to work internationally txo bridge
these differences.



Before I close, I want to touch on one additional aspect that y'ou,
Mr. Chairman, mentioned. That is, the reform of the EUs agricul-
tural policy. This, of course, is an internal EU process, but itis one
that has important implications for our interests.

Though the CAP re forms have not yet received final approval, we
are able to offer some initial assessments from the package ap-
proved by the EU Agricultural Ministers. They took a partial step
in the right direction by modifying the CAP, cutting guaranteed
prices on cereals, on beef, and on milk.

But the Ministers failed to adopt the commission's proposal to re-
duce direct payments to large farmers. Overall spending cuts were
adopted. That is a critically important step, since CAP spending
has grown almost continually since 1962. But they did not decouple
internal subsidies from production.

We, of course, welcome any movement toward agricultural reform
of the EU, particularly to the extent that they will reduce the use
of trade- di stoiting export and other subsidies that Senator Conrad
emphasized.

That said, however, the reforms a proved by the Agricultural
Ministers did not appear to us to go ?hr enough in terms of reduc-
ing the CAPs distorting effects on the world trading system.

We have consistently..urged the EU to go further, and made clear
our intentions in the next round to limit and/or eliminate those
types of farm policies that impose costs on others.

In conclusion, we must continue to advance the basic principles
of respecting trade commitments establishing transparent and.pre-
dictable regulatory processes and using scientific-based decision
making on environmental, health, and safety issues.

In the end, we fully realize that our trade agenda has to rest on
the solid foundation of public support. If we cannot show Ameri-
cans that the trade system works for them, that we can avoid these
unnecessary hurdles that the Europeans and others are trying to
impose on agricultural access, then we will not be able to sustain
our policies in the international arena. Thank you.

Senator GRAsuLY. Thank you, Secretary Eizenstat.
(The prepared statement of Undersecretary Eizenstat appears in

the appendix.].-
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Scher?

STATEMENT OF HON. PETER 1L SCHER, U.S. SPECIAL TRADE
NEGOTIATOR, U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE WASHINGTON,
DC
Mr. SCHER. Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus, Senator Conrad, it

is a pleasure to appear before you this morning, with Undersecre-
tary Schiumacher and Undersecretary Eizenstat.

Let me also say, because I think Senator Baucus referred to it
in his opening statement, some of the various players that are in-
volved in our trade policy formulation.

I will say, I have had the opportunity to work with Stu Eizenstat
since he has been an ambassador in Brussels, and more recently
the Undersecretary. We have received unprecedented support from
him.

In fact, when I was in China last week, my counterpart noted
that he had met with Stu a few weeks ago in Washingiton. and Sfil

64-066 00-2
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made clear to him that we could not complete a WTO deal without
agriculture. It is that type of reinforcement that helps our efforts.
So, I am pleased that he is here, and for all of the support that
he has provided.

I am also pleased to have the opportunity to discuss the adminis-
tration's efforts to provide greater access, both in China and in the
European Union.

As you mentioned, Senator Grassley, I returned over the week-
end from China. In fact, this was my second trip in the last 3
weeks. I did not bring back a deal, I brougL-. back a chest cold. So,
I apologize! for my-

Senator BAUCUS. I thought that was from yelling at the Chinese.
Mr. SCHER. Well, ,is both. We have some people who were here

with me, so they cai& attest to that. We have been involved in very
intensive negotiations with China, including negotiations over the
agricultural portion of China's effort to join the World Trade Or~a-
nization. I am pleased to have an opportunity to update you on
those negotiations, as! well as our efforts with the EU.

First, on China. Mr. Chairman, I believe most of us would agree
that a China that is a full commercial member of the international
trading community will mean a market of greater opportunity for
U.S. agriculture.

Today, we see ye ry high, both formal and informal, trade barriers
which have kept Chiina outside of the world trading system. Chi-
na's membership in the WTO on commercially meaningful terms,
as President Ford said, is in our interest, and it is in China's.

Broadly speaking, the principles which underlie the WTO-trans-
parency, openness, public and enforceable commitments-will help
China's government as it tries to strengthen its economy and create
sustainable long-termn growth.

The specific market access and other reforms which are required
for WTO accession are no less for China than they are for other
members, including I should say, many of the -least-developed
countries. Many of those countries have already accomplished those
reforms.

should say we are beginning to see some progress in our.~-A
tiations on WTO accession including progress in the agriculture
sector. Two weeks ago, Ambassador Barshefsky met with the Chi-
nese senior leadership and those responsible or 0T's accession.

During those meetings, China, I think-some may say for the
first time-emonstrated a much greater appreciation of what con-
stitutes a commercially meaningful agreement for the United
States, and in particular for our agriculture sector. This is some-
thing we have not seen to date.

While I do not want to get into the specific details of the negotia-
tions, and as you mentioned, Senator Baucus, Ambassador
Barshefeky, I think, will be meeting with the committee in execu-
tive session later this week. I think it is fair to say that China now
understands that market access for agriculture is essential for any
WTO accession.-....

There is much more that remains to be accomplished in agri-
culture and, frankly, for- industrial products and in services. We are
now engaged in a substantial negotiation where, frankly, the de-
tails have been, and will be, critical.



Mr. Chairman, as you said in your opening statement, words
alone are not enough. We need to assure ourselves that the details
are there so that any agreement we reach is not an agreement in
principle, but agreement in fact and it will mean real access.

Our goals in the agricultural negotiations continue to be, first,
substantial reductions in tariffs. China's offers rang an here
from 20 percent to 65 percent. These are much to hgh. We need
to bring the tariffs down.

We need to liberalize state-traded commodities through the es-
tablishment of a system of tariff rate quotas for many of the bulk
commodities).

We need specific commitments to limit China's domestic and ex-
port subsidy practices to ensure that, as China becomes a bigger
producer, it does not become a menace on the world agricultural
trading scene.

Fina lly, we need resolution of the outstanding bilateral sanitary
and phytosanitary agreement issues. As part of these negotiations,
my meetings last week in China focused on how to resolve these
longstanding bilateral sanitary and phytosanitary issues, in par-
ticul ar those which affect our wheat, as Senator Conrad mentioned,
our meat exports, which, Senator Grassley, you have talked about
frequently, as well as our citrus exports from a number of critical
States.

I had the benefit of having a number of key agricultural industry
leaders with me in China who were a big benefit to us in looking
at the details of China's proposals and helping us sort through
what was commercially meaningful and what was not.

As all of you know, we have been trying to resolve these par-
ticular issues for many years and we have repeatedly emphasized,
and I know each of you, separately, have emphasized to the Chi-
nese ambassador and to other leaders that we cannot conclude a
WTO accession package without resolution nf these specific barriers
to our exports.

At the end of the day, achieving market access and reduction in
tariffs and expansion of TRQs will be meaningless if we cannot
eliminate unjustified scientific restrictions.

Again, while we have not sufficiently resolved these issues, it is
fair to say that we have made more progress in the last few weeks
than we have in several years. But we are still far from reaching
what you, and I think our agricultural groups, would consider an
adequate agreement.

For example, for wheat, the current ban on imports-from the Pa-
cific northwest must be fully removed so that we can ship wheat
from that region to China. We need to ensure, agaffin, the details,
that we know exactly how China plans to remove the ban.

For citrus, we have to work out detailed protocols and work plans
so that we can legally ship citrus into China. For meat, as ou
mentioned, Senator Grassley, in your statement, last year the hi-
nese proposed expanding Zowing meat from certain facilities to
export to China, which simply is not workable.

We have one of the best meat inspection systems in the world
which is recognized by over 134 nations. That has to be the basis
for which China allows the importation of U.S. meat from all of our



producers who all meet the same standards. That is beef, pork, and
poultry that we are talking about.

We are continuing to work to resolve these issues. In fact several
people remained in China over the weekend to try to fiesh out
some more of the details. But, frankly, the ball is in China's court
and they will have to make the decision that their interest in join-
in g the WTO will provide-the momentum necessary to eliminate
tese barriers.
Mr. Chairman, let me just briefly touch on the European Union.

As you know, we have been involved in very intensive efforts to en-
force WTO decisions on both beef and bananas. We have also been
very carefully watching the efforts to reform the Common Agricul-
tural Policy which Senator Conrad talked about, and I think Un-
dersecretary Eizenstat addressed.

Let me just say, as to the WTO issues, because I think these are
in many ways the forefront of our efforts with the EU, we have
specific rights that were negotiated as part of the Uruguay Round
and that were approved by Congress in 1994. We have been clear
to the EU in no uncertain terms that we have absolutely no inten-
tion of abrogating those rights. That was the basis for which Con-
gress approved our entry into the WTO.

The message is clear, that Europe has a very fundamental choice
here. Either it complies with these rulings, as; we have done, or it
pays the price for it. That is the basic choice. I think the actions
that we took several weeks ago in the Banana case were an indica-
tion that we will protect our rights, as we will in Beef.

As to biotechnology, let, me just say very briefly, as the United
States has already recognized, many of our other trading partners
have also recognized the tremendous benefits of biotechnology, not
only to farmers, frankly, to consumers and to the environment.

Ftor all of our problems with Canada, we are, in fact, developing
close ties with C anada on biotechnology, which I think was very
helpful during the biosafety negotiations that Undersecretary
Eizenstat talked about.

We face two very compelling and complicated problems in Europe
as to biotechnology. First, I think we have seen in many ways what
is the effective collapse of the EUs regulatory review process for
new genetically-engineered plants. At the same time, we are wres-
tling with an incomplete and unworkable labeling regulation for
foods containing genetically modified corn and soybeans.

Our goal) I thiink, as Undersecretary Eizenstat said, is not to set
the rules for the EU, but rather to insist on a process that is time-
17, th at is transparent, and one that is based on science. We must

ocson scientific principles as the guidepost in guaranteeing food
safety.

Frankly, I would say, to the extent that these problems with the
EU emanate from the lack of consumer confidence in food safety
from the mad cow scare and others, I think the best way for Eu-
rope to rebuild consumer confidence is frankly, to get the politics
out of food safety, to design a system that is transparent) that has
specific rules that is based only on health concerns, not on protec-
tionism and ?ear.

Mr. Chairman, let me conclude by simply saying that these are
two of the many challenges that face U.S~. agriculture as we begin



preparations for a new round of multilateral negotiations which are
scheduled to begin later this year.

As we work to enforce existing agreements, to open new markets,
to create new opportunities for our producers, it is clear that Amer-
ican agriculture must have access to world markets in order to Sur-
vive.

We continue to look forward to working with you and members
of this committee as we aggressively pursue that goal. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Ambassador Schor.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Scher appears in the appendix.]
Senator GRASSLEY. Secretary Schumacher?_

STATEMENT OF HON, AUGUST SCHUMACHERI JR., UNDERSEC-
RETARY FOR FARM AND FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL SERV-
ICES, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON,
DC
Mr. SCHUMACHE.R. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am glad to be

here with my distinguished colleagues, Ambassador Scher and Un-
dersecretary Eizenstat. I just want to commend Stu and Peter.
Peter, for his extraordinary work overall, and particularly on
China. Jim Schroeder, who is sitting behind me, our Deputy Un-
dersecretary, was with him in China over the last couple of weeks.
It is coming along.

With Stu, I think one of the things on which I should commend
him is the barley issue. The State Department was really mus-
cular, if I may use that term last year when that subsidy on barley
was going to turn up in Cali?ornia.

I just want to publicly commend Stu on his leadership. Certainly,
there have been no further barley shipments of that type into the
United States. I think a lot of that had to do with Secretary
Albright and Stu Eizenstat, so I want to commend him for that.
Also, the work that he is leading on sanctions, which we can maybe
come back to in the question period.

I want to be very, very brief and just focus on two issues. I think
Peter and Stu have covered many of the issues that we will be dis-
cussing. One is on Agenda 2000. We are very disappointed in the
progress made to date. Finance Ministers are now meeting on that.

Te Secretary last week, March 11, put out a statement in which
he indicated that "the Minister on Agriculture had an opportunity
in the EU to make the much-needed reforms to their farm policy."

Failing to do so by the Agricultural Ministers makes it even more
important that we strive Vor genuine reform in the upcoming next
round starting in November/December under the WTO. We were
very disappointed.

I Will give a couple of examples, from monitoring this pretty care-
fully. For example, let us take the question of the big subsidies for
the larger farmers. We thought there would be some change in
what is technically known as degressivity in terms of the big pay-
ments.

That would have certainly reduced subsidy payments and we
thought those would be going down by 3 percent a year for the
larger farmers. But the EU has chosen not to implement this con-
cept, and that is very disappointing.



The second issue, is dairy. They certainly put that way on the
back burner in the EU. There does not appear to have been any
reform in dairy policies In several years, and intervention price
cuts on dairy are modest, at best.

So I think Commissioner Fiechier has been out front on Agenda
2000 in the past but the Ministers have not acted to implement
even his very mocaest stops to move forward on reforms.

So this failure to act boldly raises serious concerns, particularly
as Senator Conrad, you put up on these tremendous export sub-
siclies that certainly are hurting not only the United States' farm-
ers, but many countries who are in the export and in the CAIRNS
group, but also, I think, hurting because they do export taxes 1

yaexport subsidies another year, so the Third World is also
hurting at that point as well.

They still have an opportunity to move on this. We are just hop-
ing the Finance Ministers will see their way a little more clearly
and be a little firmer as the Agenda 2000 discussions move for-
ward.

I was recently -in Poland and saw the impact of the EU subsidies
in Poland on Polish agriculture. They had blocked every road in the
country. The Atitude was that this export subsidy issue was really
impacting Poland in a very deleterious way and the larger porkc
farmers, greens, were out blocking all the hghways in that very,
very important country that has just joined NATO and has just
done such a wonderful job in reforming'.

Let me just briefly, thn, turn to the other big issue that we will
be addressinthis morning. That is one that both Peter and Stu
have raised. That is on the rapidly approaching May 13 deadline
on the hormone case.

If I may just take a minute, a minute and a half, to summarize
kind of where we are on that ver important issue. I think there
were three issues on that issue, Mr. Chairman. One, the United
States and the international scientific community have consistently
determined that American beef, cattle, treated with certain ap-
proved growth hormones poses no public health risk and, therefore,
the EU's hormone ban is unjustified. Numerous scientific studies
and evaluations have supported this U.S. position.

For example, in 1995, Commissioner Fischler announced plans
for an EU scientific conference on growth hormones. This con-
ference concluded there was no evidence of health risk from the
hormones approved for use in the United States. That was a Euro-
pean conference put together by Commissioner Fischler.

The clear international scientific consensus is that these ap-
proved and licensed products are safe when used in accordance
with good veterinary practices. This dispute then took a turn in
1996, when the U.S.-Peter Scher and his; colleagues-presented
this case to the WTO.

After a thorough review of the scientific evidence, the WTO panel
agreed with the U.S. position and ruled there was no scientific
basis for this ban. After an appellate decision upheld this ruling,
the WTO arbitrator gave the EUuntil May 13 of this year to bring
its measure Into compliance.

So the consensus on the science and the compliance is there, both
the consensus, scientifically, and the compliance issue with the EU.



Now the debate has turned to compliance. With the WTO rulings
and the willingness of the EU to honor its international agree-
ments it is important not to underestimate the significance of this
issue fior the United States in the multilateral trading system.

Our beef trade has been unjustly damaged for a decade based on
a measure that has been proved to be inconsistent with the WTO

prncpls This issue, however, Mr. Chairman and members, is not
j~us9tabout U.S. beef.

During the Uruguay Round negotiations, the EU, including each
individual member state of the EU, signed and committed--each
member state, as well as the EU-to uphold the principles of the
WTO.

The fundamental principle of using sound science as the basis for
a nontariff import restriction is in question by not complain by the
EU with these rulings. This principle was not agre ed to lightly.

In maintaining its unscientific ban, the EU does nothing to fur-
ther the objective of protecting public health, but, instead, under-
mines the WTO sanitary and phytosanitary agreement, and it may
invite-I hope not-other countries to take similar steps. So, there
is a very important principle here as well.

We certainly appreciate, as Peter said, the political sensitivity of
this issue in Europe and wish to work with the community t~o fin
a solution. We presented what I thought was a very sound com-
promise, which was a labeling pro posal, to the EU as a way of re-
solving this dispute.

We would be willing to label all beef and beef products exported
to the EU with those labeling statements already a proved-al-
ready approved-by the Commission under its Beef La eling Regu-
lation 97-820, which we agreed on, USDA Choice, USDA Select,
the grading systems we have. They have approved this.

With this labeling, the EU consumers would be able to identify
the U.S.-source product and make the choice themselves as to
whether to purchase that product. When the many millions of Eu-
ropei tourists come to this country or when they go to the Angus
Steakhouse, or the-Chris' and others, they certainly enjoy our beef.
In fact, some Europeans have said that is the first thing the Euro-
pean consumer does, 48 to go0 to an American steakhouse.

So we believe strongly tat consumers, and not the government,
should make the decision about what kind of food to buy. We think
the EU consumers, if given the choice, will purchase U.S. beef be-
cause it is a safe, high-quality product.

So that, we think, is the issue. It is the consensus on the inter-
national community on the safety of the growth hormones. The
issue then is the second issue of compliance with international
agreements. Then, third, with our labeling proposal, is a choice for
the EU consumers.

Thank you very much for having me here today.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Schumacher appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator GIRASSLEY. Thank you.
First of all, I think, Ambassador Schumacher, you laid out very

clearly the gain that agriculture made in the last GATT negotia-
tions, that we have to have sound science. You stated it as well as
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anybody could state it, and I do not want to take time to repeat
it.

I hope Ambassador Scher and Secretary Eizenstat can say, yes,
that is their understanding of what we gained ond what is at stake
here. The mere fact that thi European Community does not let, let
us say, the beef hormone or beef in because of the hormone issue
is a violation and a challenge of that basic principle. Can you say
yes to that, Ambassador Scher?

Mr. SCHER. Yes I can say yes to that. But, more importantly, the
WTQ said yes to l~at, so that is; the fact.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right. Ambassador Eizenstat?
Mr. EIZENSTAT. The whole thrust of my testimony was that the

EU had failed to put in place a process which would ensure that
sound science would be brought forward. Instead, we are faced with
emotionalism, political intervention, and press hysteria.

Senator GRASLEY. Yes. And I did hear you say that, in four or
five adjectives you use, that the European Community has not
lived up to any of those.

Mr. EZNTAT. It is nontransparent, it is unpredictable, it is not
scientific-based, it is not efficient. In all of those respects, it fails
to employ the scientific require events that the sanitary and
phytosanitary obligations of the WTO impose.

Senator GRASSLEY. The only question, Mr. Eizenstat, was in re-
gard to the relationship to the last GATT negotiating victory for ag-
riculture. That is the only relationship I wanted to create there.

Mr. EIZENSTAT. Sure. Absolutely. That is the whole purpose of
the SPS agreement. That is what has been lacking in terms of its
implementation by the EU.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right. Now, my first question to you, Mr.
Eizenstat, would be in regard to-and I do not question any of the
statements you made about the recent agreement and negotiations
that Europe had on CAP. In other words, I would accept everything
that you laid out in your interpretation of the CAP.

But could I ask "ou to comment in regard to the fact that I see
their spending $4 illion more on their Common Agricultural Pro-
gram between the year 2000 and 2006 as not reducing their sub-
sidy of agriculture the way that they should? You said some other
ways that they have, but I tried to quantify it in the $4 billion.
Maybe that $4 billion is not as significant as f see it.

Mr. EIZENSTAT. We would actually quantify it higher. We believe
that it is a $7 billion shortfall from the agricultural budget projec-
tions which the European- Commission has set to stabilize their
spending.

Now, the fact is that they are spending almost half of their $85
billion Euro, budget on agriculture. The result of this has real im-
plications for us, both in agriculture and politically. Let me briefly
mention that $7 billion shortfall.

Number one, is that it maintains the potential for the export dis-
torting subsidies that Senator Conrad, yourself, and others have
mentioned. That hurts us.

Second, to the extent that they have maintained a relationship
in their CAP reform between price paid and production and not de-
coupled and severed that, it encourages excess production. The ex-
cess production builds surpluses up. The surpluses encourage them



to export the surpluses, and the way to export the surpluses is to
use the export subsidies. It is a vicious circle.

Third, it has a real implication politically for us. The political im-
plication is that we believe, as the European Union des, that it
is very important that they have enlargement to the east, that Po-
landi, Hungary, Czech Republic, other accession states become
members of the European union as quickly as possible.

If they cannot get their CAP progam under control, their capac-
ity to absorb large aff'cultural producing countries like Poland will
be severely delayeXan compromised to the disadvantage, we
think, of ii more stable Europe.

Now, with respect to this $7 billion shortfall the next -step in the
CAP reform process, Mr. Chairman, will be ?~or the Finance Min-
isters to meet shortly to decide how to resolve this shortfall. How
are they going to deal with it?

One suggestion that was made by Germany and some others its
to have member states co-finance some of the. CAP payments by
making. payments from their own budget. That is; one way to geat
some discipline. So the CAP reform which was done was a step for-
ward, but it was by no means sufficient. It maintains the over-
shooting that we have just discussed.

Senator GRASSLEY. The French have refused to pay anything
from their own budget to wards CAP.

Mr. EIZENSTAT. That is correct. They have objected to this co-
payment concept.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes. What will be the forums that the United
States will have over the next few months to raise the concerns
that you have just expressed, that the Common Agricultural Policy
reform has not gone far enough?

Mr. EJZENSTAT. Well, we will raise them in practically every
forum. We will raise them in our so-called senior level group meet-
ings that we have at my level, they will be raised directly at the
EU-U.S. summit which will be coming up shortly under the Ger-
man Presidency.

They will be raised bilaterally by' us, by USTR, by USDA, in a
concentrated, coordinated effort. It is not gilding the lily to say that
Peter and Gus and I talk constantly. There has been virtually no
issue in agriculture 6"b which we )lave not had complete cooperation
and transparency among us. So, we will be working very hard to-
gether to send this strong message to the European Union.

Last, and the most important forum in the end, is if they cannot
reform their CAP sufficiently themselves, this is what the 1999 ag-
ricultural negotiations in the WTO will do, and this will be one of
our very, very highest priorities, if not our highest priority.

Senator GRASSLEY, My last question would be to you, Mr.
Eizenstat. How concerne are you about the lack of progress on the
Free Trade Area of the Americas and that lack of progress leaving
the United States on the sidelies with harsh consequences for ag-
ricultural trade if the European Union and Mercosur enter into,
and successfully complete, free trade negotiations, and maybe some
indication on your part whether or not you think that that is; like-
ly?

Mr. EIZENSTAT. Well, first, with respect to the EU and Mercosur.
This is something, Mr. Chairman, that we have been following very



closely. We have no objection to a WTO-consistent regional free
trade agreement. That is what NAFTA does, and we can reinforce
the international system.

We do,-however, have very real problems and will be monitoring
very closely any agreement the EU may try~ to enter into wt
Mercosur which is non-WTO-consistent. That is to say, it leavesvo ouft
significant sectors, like agriculture.

Now frankly, I would be very surprised if the Mercosur countries
would 6e willing nto have a so-called free trade agreement. I use the
term "so-called" in which the European Union had access to Latin
markets for their industrial goods and, in turn, did not give the
Mercosur countries access to their markets for agrclua rd
ucts. It Is difficult to imagine the Mercosur country wanting that,
so we will watch that veycarefully.

In terms of the TA,' in general, we are making as much
progress as we can in the absence of fast-track authority. But one
of the greatest beneficiaries of fast-track authority would be the ag-
ricultural community because we would be able to open up La tin
markets to a much greater degree for agricultural products. That
is why we hope that the Congress will support the President's fast-
track negotiating authority.

Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to, first, compliment all of you. I know how hard you all

work at what you do. For example, Stu, I know you worked very
hard on the barley issue. I read an article, an editorial, I think, in
the New York Times praising you as one of the country's best pub-
lic servants. I think I wrote you a note congratulating you on that.
It was a well-thought-out and very accurate piece. I know all of you
work just as hard.

My question, really, is we have all sort of stited the problems
pretty well here, lack of transparency. We have been working on
these issues for a long time, et cetera. But the deeper question, it
seems to me, is, well, what is the solution? How are we going to
solve these? We talk a lot about the problems that Europe presents
to us. Stu. outlined it very, very well, as did you, Secretary
Schumacher, and as did you, Ambassador Scher.

So I know you are trying hard. There are not many people
brighter than you. I do not know anybody brighter than any of you
three, or who work as hard as all of you three.

Senator CONRAD. How about us three?
Senator BAUCUS. Oh, no. They are brighter than we are. [Laugh-

ter.] That is pretty clear. So what do we do? That is why we are
asking you.

I go back to my comments earlier about, how do we work within
the total administration, because there are lots of other issues that
do come in here. Take China. The small nuclear warhead secrets
that apparently were stolen by China.

Taiwan is a problem. There are theater nuclear defense issues in
respect to Taiwan. The Japanese-American Security Treaty and the
WTO. I mean, there is a long, long list of issues that we have with
China that are not trade-related, but are very important.

With Europe, too. It is; NATO. It is NATO expansion. It is Bos-
nia. It is Kosovo. It is Iraq. Maybe it is the euro. I mean, there is



a lot there that is not directly related to trade where the United
States has a very, very direct stake.

So I am wondering, how does all that work into our efforts to try
to solve trade problems? Basically, what it comes down to is, how
believable is our leverage with respect to these countries?

I have spent some time on trade issues, and it is my personal be-.
lief that no country altruistically, out of the goodness of its heart,
ever lowers a trade barrier. They just do not do it until they have
to. They do not have to until there is; leverage.

You need some kind of leverage. Kind of, walk softly and carry
a big stick. But you have got to have that stick. It has got to be
believable or else countries will not do anything. They will just
wait it out. They will wait until another administration comes
along until another Senator comes along. They just hunker down
and that is the end of it, in my judgment.

So what is the leverage? What is the believable leverage given
to the United States, by far the world's only super power, and
therefore we have to deal with these other issues and be respon-
sible to the world and kind of lead the world? What is the believ-
able leverage here?

Why should the European Union believe we are really going to
do anything on beef? Are we going to retaliate on May 13 or are
we not? My guess is, we will not. My gess is that, come May 13,
we are still talking. My guess is that thie same is true on some of
these other issues.

Because I know that the European Union claims that, under
WTO, they can stretch this out past May 13. They claim that they
can put together a scientific panel, as directed, they say, by WTO,
that they say is perfectly within their rights to make this later as-
sessment, in the next year.

So if we do retaliate May 13, they may come back and say they
will counter-retaliate because we are unfair, we are acting improp-
erly under WO. It is going to spark a little spat nn doubt about
it. But it is myK judgment that sometimes you have got to act.
Sometimes you have to force the issue.

I am sort of goading you. Not really goading you, but I am en-
couraging you, Ambassador Scher, to tel us tat, in fact we are
going to retaliate May 13 in like amount for the damage that they
have caused.

Mr. SCHER. Let me say, I think it answers both of your questions
because I think the WTQ is leverage. I think the question is, are
we willing to use the leverage that we negotiate? I think the fact
is, as much as people snicker about bananas in the editorial pages
of The Wall Street Journal and other papers and like to say this
is; about bananas, this is not about bananas, this is about rules. I
mean, this is the first time-

Senator BAUCUS. What are you going to do? What is the solution?
Mr. SCHER. Well, the rules are very clear. They have until May

13. They are not even claiming that they will be compliance by
May 13. What the rules say is that, if by May 13 they are not in
complance, then we have the right, within 60 days, to retaliate.

The only question, as in the Banana case, becomes whether or
not they arbitrate the amount of retaliation. I think what the Ba-
nana case is going to show us in *ust several weeks is that you can,
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through this WTO that a lot of people had questions about, get an
authorization for a specific number to retaliate.

I think that will be a bi~ boost to this system. I think what coun-
tries like the EU will see Isa that, if we are willing to go to the mat
on bananas, we are certainly going to go to the mat on beef, and
we are going to go to the mat on all- of the other cases.

I mean, Senator, you remember, in fact, when I worked for you
the first case that was brought in the WTO was against the United
States on this Reformulated Gas. The United States lost that case
and we were very upset that we lost the case.

The administration said, no, we have got to comply with this de-
cision. And we did not like the fact that we were complying with
the decision, but the administration made a fundamental political
choice that said, look, we have now created this WTO, we have got
to cornpI with the rulings and we did.

So if Ihave to come bet~ore Congress and explain to youwhy, in
the three or four cases that we lost, we complied withl those nil-
ings, the EU has to have the political will to do the same thing.

That is really what it comes down t. If they do not have the po-
litical will to change the rules to come into compliance, then we
have to exercise our rights, which are very specifically laid out. If
the EU does not like that, if the EU does not think our interpreta-
tion of our rights is correct, then they pan challenge this.

The only ting I would say is, so we are not waiting for the fur
to start flying on May 13, is; what the rules specify, similar to the
Banana case, is it is actually 60 days after May 13 we actually get
the authorization. But, clearly, we are on a path to exercise those
rights in the Beef case, and we are working very closely with the
meat industry and the beef industry to ensure that we do that.

Senator BAUCUS. All right. Now, who do you have to work with
in the administration? You just, Ambassador Scher, decide what to
do?

Mr. SCHER. I do not think there is ever a question. We have
interagency meetings with all of the agencies, and we are working
on a damage assessment right now to determine what is the level
of damages. We work closely with Stu and with others.

But, Senator, I have to tell you, I do not think there is any ques-
tion inside the administration that we are going to exercise our
rights in the Beef case.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, we are going to exercise our rights, but
those are carefully chosen words.

Mr. SCHER. No, no, no. Well, Senator, that means we are going--
to retaliate.

Senator BAUCUS. Let nie ask this question. What happens if, Let
us say, Secretary Albright is on the verge of an agreement with
NATO troops on how to handle Kosovo, and it is may 13, or July
13 is coming along. Does somebody in the State Department weigh
in and say , well, wait a minute here, before we get all upset about
the beef, let us make sure we take care of Kosovo? I mean, I am
just asking that question.

Mr. SCHER. No, no. And that is a fair question. The fact is, we
took action two weeks ago to protect our rights in the Banana case.
The Secretary has been traveling all over the world, including
working very hard to reach an agreement on Kosovo, which is obvi-



ously very important. But the fact is, we do not draw lines like
that. We do not say, well, because of this we are not going tz) deal
with the economic issues. I mean, Undersecretary Eizenstat might
want to address that.

Senator BAUCUS. My time has expired.
Mr. EJZENSTAT. I would just say, very clearly, Senator, that the

decisions which either the Eu~ropeans or the United States have to
make about Kosovo are completely, totally unrelated to what hap-
pens with respect to beef andb ananas.

I think everyone understands that. those are separable issues and
that you cannot tie them. We would not allow the Europeans to tie
those two together. They would not expect us to tie the two to-
gether, and they are not. They are treated on completely separate
tracks.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, I thank the Chairman. My time has ex-
pired. I just hope we can make some progress here. It is very im-
portant that we do. Thank you.

Senator GRASSLEY. Now, Senator Conrad.
Senator CON.RAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me, first, say that I do not think there are three finer public

servants than the three of you. Secretary Eizenstat, I have long ad-
mired your participation in the public arena. Secretary
Schumacher, you know I have great respect for you. Ambassador
Scher, I could not be more pleased by what I heard from the three
of yu this morning.

Let me just say, I believe we as a country are playing a losing
hand on agriculture, especially with respect to Europe. And it is
not your fault, it is a fault that lies right here in Congress.

Let me just say why I believe that. Europe, I think, has a strat-
egy and a p lan, and their strategy and plan is to dominate world
affrcultural tra de. Their plan for doing so is to maintain high 1ev-
els of support for their producers while they see us cutting ours,
and then they negotiate when there is a trade agreement for equal
percentage reductions in the level of support.

Well, who stays on top in that circumstance? And it is not your
fault. There is no negotiator that could win this fight given the cir-
cumstance that we have created as a Congress.

-ecut-our support for agriculture in half in the last farm bill,
1-from $10 billion a year to $5 billion a year on the predicate-and

it was incredible to me at the time-that if we cut, Europe would
cut. Well, guess what? We got played-for suckers. The result is, Eu-
rope is on the move. You look at every trend line, they have moved
from being major importers to being major exporters.

It is because, as Senator Baucus indicated, we do not have lever-
age fundamentally. They can read the numbers, they can read the
budgets. They understand we have engaged in unilateral disar-
mament on our side in this trade confrontation. They have got it
figured out. They know they are winning, they know we are losing.
W~e have been foolish enough to hand th em the keys to the piggy
bank. Now, that is not your fault, that is the fault of this Congress
and the last Congress.

Now, to follow on, we have got this WTO matter. I hope you do
not flinch. I hope you do not flinch, because that would be a pro-
found mistake. These guys want to have it both ways. When they
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win, it is enforced. When they lose, then they come up with this
sham argument. You have got to hand it to these guys, these guys
are good. They are phony, but they are good. We should not let
them get away with it.

Let me just go to China, the same kind of thing. In 1992, they
agreed that we were not going to have sanitary and phytosanitary
restrictions that were not based on sound science.

Now, this TOK smut situation is not based on sound science, but
based on an excuse. In the same way, we should not let them off
the hook. We should insist that, as part of any WTO agreement,
that they are going to end this blockage on what comes out of the
northwest. That has got to stop.

I am going to China on the 28th *of March and I am going to de-
liver that message clearly, that I will be here on this committee,
and on every committee, fighting every step of the way unless they
start playing fair.

Finally, if I could mention Canada. Canada continues to be an
enormous problem for my State. We are losing $100 million a year.
It does not sound like much in Washington, but it is huge in N'~orth
Dakota. It is because of unfair elements of, as I call it, the s0-called
Canadian Free Trade Agreement.

It is not free trade. It was negotiated trade, and a previous ad-
ministration lost that negotiation. I would just like to geat kind of
your reaction to what I have said, and I would start with you, Am-
bassador Eizenstat. Secretary Eizenstat. I am always wanting to
make you an ambassador.

Mr. EJZENSTAT. I was, so that is all right.
First of all, with respect to Canada, after very intense negotia-

tions which Peter, frankly, and Gus, and their colleagues carried
out brilliantly, the U.S. and Canada agreed on a package of meas-
ures to liberalize bilateral agricultural trade. It provides for im-
proved access to the Canadian market for U.S. grains and live ani-
mals by streamlining sanitary and phytosanitary requirements.

Canada also agreed to regular consultations on grain exports,
both to the U.S. and third country markets and to help monitor
pricing practices of the Canadian Wheat Board and to ensure that
exports are fairly p riced.

I think it is a fair statement that one of the things we want to
achieve in a WTO round is more disciplines on State trading prac-
tices, not just in Canada, but in other countries.

Second, I will let Peter deal with the TCK wheat issue. But I
know, from our interagency meetings, that this is an issue that is
repeatedly raised. I have raised it in my meetings with the Chi-
nese, and it is obviously a very important issue.

Last, I think the statement you made is very important on the
WTO and Europe. When one raises this banana issue, we get snick-
ers. How can you let the -whole transatlantic relationship, $1 tril-
lion in trade, blow up over this issue? It is a product that is not -
even manufactured in the United States.

Our view is that the banana and beef issue go to the very heart
of the dispute resolution process, which was the fundamental rea-
son that the United States entered the Uruguay Round and the
Congress approved the implementing legislation.
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ings with impunity and not sit down and seriously negotiate then
it totally un ercuts support in the community that is the backbone
of support in free trade, and that is the agricultural community.

Now, let me just back and mention, because you and others
have talked about Iis. We have lost, I think, four cases in the
WTO, two Textile cases, the Shrimp/Turtle case, and the Reformu-
lated Fuel. Peter mentioned Reformulated Fuel.

In the Textile cases, we immediately changed our regulations. In
the Shrimp/Turtle and Reformulated Fuel, we did exactly what the
Europeans have not done. When we lost the case, we sat down with
the winning countries and we said, let us try to negotiate some-
thin we both believe is in compliance with the WTO ruling.

Rather than doing that, the European Union arbitrarily, after
losing the third time in the panel, came up with a cosmetic change
in the licensing process rather than sitting down, so we have to go
through this whole business of retaliation lists, and so forth.

Now, I hope that we have all learned our lesson, and that at
leas thre s te bgining of a process, which Gus; and Peter have

taken the lead on, wihthe European Union to begin to discuss
how to resolve the beef issue without going to that. But we are pre-

pared, ifthywill not, to do it because that is the only way to keep
the faith in te system.

Mr. SCHER. Let me, if I may, just answer briefly on the question
of China. I am glad you brought up the 1992 agreement, because
that was one of the episodes that led to the loss of my voice when
the- offered to do that again. I said we had tried that 7 years ago
and ewe were not interested in agreements in principle, we were in-
terested in specific commitments, not only to open up the Chinese
market to the northwest, but to know exactly how it was going to
be done.

Senator CONRAD. And when.
Mr. SCHER. The fact is, WTO accession will not happen until we

have satisfied ourselves that they have made the commitments
that are required. It just will not happen.

In fact, I will say that 2 years ago the Chinese leaders said, go
etan international scientific study, so we did. We went out and
SDA put together a scientific study. It was peer reviewed by

international scientists. It showed that there was no problem Wit
TOK

There was one remote region in very northern China that could,
under the most extenuating circumstances, could grow this TOK
We said we will not ship to that region, if that is the problem. We
will agree not to-ship to the regi on.

We have to be able to credibly tell you in Congress that China
has committed to abide by scientific principles and, until they re-
solve the TCK issue, until they resolve the btan on meat, until they
resolve the ban on citrus, then there is no way we can do that.

On the WTO, let me just say, briefly. I was in Japan 2 weeks
ago during my travels, and we just won a case against Japan, also
under the SPS Agreement, a very important case on their varietal
testing requirements.

This is the second case that the WTO decided on these grounds.
Japan was clear that they wanted some time to review the data,
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but then they are going to sit down with us and work out a solu-
tion to the thing..

So our message is, if it is good enough for the United States, and
it is good enough for Japan, and it is good enough for all of these
other countries to be able to comply with rulings, it should be good
enough for Europe as well.

Senator CONRAD. My time has expired, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRAssLEY. Thank you.
Senator Kerrey?
Senator KERREY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me

add my praise to the three witnesses, their intellectual capacity
and their willingness to serve the public.

May I p resume for the sake of a question, that it is8going to be
difficult for the tlnited States to lead the WTO ministerial hero in
November if the President lacks trade negotiating authority?

Mr. SOHER. It does not make it any easier, I can tell you that.
Other countries will use it as an excuse not to be forthcoming.

Senator KERREY. So I may presume, if it does not make it any
easier, that it will make it more difficult.

Mr. SOHER. I think that is; fair.
Senator KERREY. The President, in 1996, when he was cam.

paigning for reelection, did not campaign on this issue, I note. I
noted in 1997 that the Congress had to push hard before we got
a piece of legislation, and it came up relatively late, and was dif-
ficult to get it passed, in my judgment, as a consequence.

I noticed as well the President, in his state of the Union address,
indicated that he wanted to have some sort of language, he was
very vague on it, dealing with labor and the environment: (a) in
your mind, does the President feel strongly about wanting trade
nejgotiating authority, and (b) can we expect to get something spe-
cific fr-om the President? Can we expect the President to go out to
the American people to explain that our standard of living depends
upon our capacity to negotiate these agreements with lower trade
barriers?

Mr. SCHER. Senator, I think the President made clear in his state
of the Union that-

Senator KrRREY. Sir, I praised you to the stars that the Presi-
dent did no;i make clear. Hris language was very vague. There was
nothing that would deserve the word "clear" when referencing
trade negotiating authority.

Mr. SCHER. Well, what I heard him say was that we need to de-
velop a consensus on this issue of labor and the environment. What
is clear is that one way or the other is not going to get the votes
to pass Congress.

Senator KCERREY. Sir, when the President decided how he wanted
to handle Social Security, he made a decision and he went to the
American people, and he is selling it. I do not happen to like some
of the elements of it, but I have been very impressed with his ca-
pacity to sell once he decides what he wants to do.

I am asking you, do you expect the President to decide what he
wants to do, specifically, announce that decision, and then go to the
American people and attempt to sell it?

Mr. SCHIER. The only thing I can say to you, Senator, is that the
administratis.--i, including the White House and USTR, are working
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closely with the leadership. In !fact, we have spoken to Senator
Roth and Senator Moynhan, and I know there are- efforts under
way in the Senate FAnance Committee to try to develop a con-
sensus that allows us to move forward. I think what we have seen
is that the two ways that have been offered for resolving this issue
will not work, politically.

Senator KERREY. I can tell you, again, I appreciate very much
your answer, but that is not the model the President used on Medi-
care and Social Security He made a decision. He did not come up

and~ ~ ~ r sage wa elck is consensus and I need to consult with
Conrss. He made a decision. He chose a course of action and he
has been out selling that course of action to the American people.

I am asking you, I am jst saying to you, he will not get trade
negotiating authority. Itwill not hap pen if yu presume that what
we need to do is just have consultations withCongress and initiate
a process that attempts to produce consensus. -He will have to
make a decision, what he wants. He will have to devote a consider-
able amount of energy and. attention to trying to sell this to the
American people, otherwise it will not happen.

You will have a ministerial in November and the President will
not have trade negotiating authority. I think you are correct, that
certainly does not help, and it is likely to weaken our capacity to
lead on these very important trade issues, especially:, I.must say-
and I would like to, Gus, ask you-I look at some of the statements
that have been reported, and I think Senator Conrad covered a fair
amount of them.

But the Europeans have said-let me see if I can get the exact
language. Franz Fischler calls it comprehensive reform, but he says
this enables him to come to the ministerial and negotiate for te
European model of agricultural supports.

Mr. SCHUMACHER. Certainly protectionist. I think Senator
Conrad said it very well. They love to export, especially value-
added products with hgh subsidies. For example, on the issue that
we dealt with on barley. I think the issue they talk about,
multifunctionality, and then hide behind that.

Senator KERREY. Is there not, Gus, some other elements, though?
The protectionist piece is certainly important. As a matter of fact,
he said, when he was criticized, "that the suggestion that farmers
are being asked to operate at uneconomic world market prices is
nonsense," Fischler remarked.

He said that, 'This agreement will, in fact, reinforce EU pref-
erences in many areas, thereby ensuring that EU farmers will con-
tinue to have priority access for more than 90 percent of the
world's most lucrative consumer market in the world."

I presume that statement is not GATT-legal It certainly implies
that he is going to protect 90 percent of the European market for
European farmers, and I presume that the impact of that is going
to be similar to what we are seeing with beef and in other areas.

But what I am trying to pay attention to a bit is the other side
of their model, which is fairly generous subsidies, the direct pay
ments that they provide. Are those, in your judgments, GA -

Ve~. SCHER. Right now, we have not reviewed subsidy violations
under the GATT. They have notified the GAIT. In terms of new
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subsidies, obviously we will have to look at that in relation to new
commitments.

Senator KERREY. Well, I am one that, in general, believes that
competition will produce higher standards of living and will also
produce higher quality and-lower prices for consumers, that it is
normally beneficial.

However, I am willing to intervene from time to time in the mar-
ketp lace If there is a public policy objective-clean water, clean air,

ub ic safety-that need to be accomplished. It seems to me that
heEuropeans are making a declaration here that they want to

keep a substantial number of people living in the country.
It is a foundation of their rural development strategy to try to

suipport across the board. I wonder, Gus, if you can convert it. It
sadthat cereal intervention prices were going to fall from about

120 euros per ton. What Is the euro at? About 105 to 1. So you can
figr that tey are going to fall to 100 euros per ton, or about
$100 per ton for cereals. How does that convert into per-bushel
price for, let us say, wheat or corn?

Mr. SCHUMACHER. I think they are at least twice as high on some
of the grains.I

Senator KERREY. What would that convert to? Let .ws say I am
a French farmer and I am producing wheat. What car, I expect?

Mr. SCHUMACHER. You are making my mind work faster here. I
will get back to you. But it is; certainly double, probably, maybe
even more, than what wheat growers are now getting, or corn
growers, for example, in Nebraska.

Senator KERREY. So we are having a big debate right now. I say
this,-because one of the things that we are also debating here is
whether or not we should take the cap off of our loan rate that was
imposed in 1996 for budgetary reasons, lifting corn, I think, to
$2.25, for example. Do you think the Europeans are providing sub-
sidies at the $4.50 range for corn?

Mr. SCHUMACHER. Certainly well above $2.25. Well above $2.25.
Senator KERREY. Well, I also think one of the things that, in ad-

dition to the President asking, and. getting, I hope, trade negoti-
ating authority, because I think it is crucial that we provide the
President with that authority if he is going to be strong going in
this ministerial, I also think we have got to consider our basic for-
eign program.

Again, in general, I favor a market approach. But we are increas-
ingly looking now at reverting to set-asides under different names,
surging back into the CRP and other sorts of things that we use.
The Europeans are contemplating going in the opposite direction.

I mean, we could end up with a situation a couple of years from
now where the Europeans have no set-asides,p aying $4.50 for
corn. We have got a marketing loan under $2 in the United States,
and we are back at set-asides with total agricultural spending of
approaching back whakwe had in the 1980's. -

we are going to spend $18 billion this year on our own program
although the disaster assistance, I understand, is not going to be
available until June, fully founded. It seems to me that one of the
things the President ought to be doing with this in the consultation
process is consulting about our basic foreign program in addition
to trying to figure out what kind of language, in this case, the
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House of Representatives is going to accept for labor and the envi-
ronment.

Mr. SCHUMACHER. One of the things I am most concerned about
is, as I said earlier, the EU is going in the opposite direction that
we had thought they were going to go to. That is why the Secretary
put out this strong statement last week.

Senator KERREY. Well, my red light is on. I will tell you I took
my son and daughter over to see Oma Beach last year, and it was
quite moving, but it was also quite 'inpressive to drive through the
Frnch countryside and see the kind of luxurious affluence that ex-
ists in rural France.

I mean, that is p art of their policy. Their policy is, they believe
it makes sense to have healthy rural communities and they do not
believe they are not going to get that done unless they are paying
for beef, unless they are paying for pork, unless they are paying for
dairy, unless they are paying for wheat, corn, and beans. They
have an objective.

It seems to me that their statements are, we are vigorously de-
fend the European model of agriuture and we have got to think
about what that European modelis, what it is accomplishing in
terms of their standard of living and what we are doing in contrast
to our own rural communities with our current farm policy.

Mr. SCHER. Senator, may I make one point? I know that your
time is; up, but I think that this is; an important point. If the EU
wants to make a policy decision that it wants to take a big part
of its budget and support farmers to keep the countryside pristine,
to paint the barns, to plow the fields, and to keep the water clean,
then in the end, that is a decision that they have to make. The
problem is, they are trying to force that cost on us.

Mr. SCHUMACHER. And other countries.
Mr. SCHER;- And other countries. It is, frankly, having the worst

impact on developing countries, which face sort of the dual frustra-
tion of not being able to get into the European market because of

hig prices, and facing the European subsidies.
SoIthink, as Secretary Eizenstat made clear in his statement,

the key for us is decoupling the support from production so the cost
of this is not being forced onto the world market through subsidies.

Senator KERREY. Just briefly, I think one of the things we have
to do is observe the comparative status of rural America with that
of rural France, rural Germany, and rural Europe. It is stark, in
my judgment. Theirs seems to be succeeding and ours does not
seem to be much of a success at the m oment.

- Mr. SCHER. Right. But I think part of it is, we are helping to pay
for that French countryside right now through these export sub-
sidies.

Senator GRAssLEY. Thank you, Senator KerreyI would like to have one more question of Mr. Scher, and one
more question of Mr. Schumacher, and then I will call the second
panel. Maybe the first question is something that Mr. Eizenstat
needs to respond to as well.

That is, I understand, Mr. Scher, that you cannot come up here
and tell us exactly where we are in negotiations with China on
WTO membership, and you describe it as making some progress.
That is on the one hand.



On the other hand, we do have the requirements of the last
GATT agreement and the law tha.. "The USTR must consult with
this committee before casting-a vote in a ministerial conference or
a general conference on adopting any decision, interpretation,
amendment, waiver, or accession if' the matter would substantially
affect United States' rights or obligations."

So would China's accession to the WTO fall under this substan-
tially affecting United States' rights and obligations?

Mr. SCHER. To require us to consult with these committees?
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. SCHER. I think, clearly, as I said earlier, I think Ambassador

Barshefsky, I think, is scheduled to meet in executive session this
week. So, clearly, our plan is to consult extensively with this com-
mittee on the accession package.

Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Mr. SCHER. Before we cornplete it.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right. Then in regard to that, still on the

same subject, does that include the administration submitting its
report on the working party negotiations to the committee for re-
view?

Mr. SCH-ER. I-know there is a working p arty meeting later this
week in Geneva. I do not know what the plans a re in terms of sub-
mitting the report, but I can certainly find out and let the com-
mittee staff know later today.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. SCHER. I just do not know what the plans are normally for

submitting those reports. But I think, clearly, we would-
Senator GRASSLEY. It would be obviously before a final decision

would be made, though.
Mr. SCHER. Absolutely. Yes.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Mr. SCHER. In fact- there is a working committee meeting in Ge-

neva later this week.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right.
Then, Mr. Secretary Schumacher, in regard to the Chinese buy-

ing pork, or not) we had a study by the Center for Agriculture and
World Development at Iowa State University called the "Chinese
Market for U.S. Pork Exports."

It shows that, while there is a large pote-ntial for increased pork
production in China, the Chinese Government places a strong- em-
phasis upon self-suffliciency in pork and therefore is; subsidizing
pork production with higher costs of imported grain because China
is going to be in a grain deficit pretty soon. Because China seems
to place such a high priority upon self-sufficiency in pork, we can
probably assume that China's 'negotiators at the WTO accession
talks are trying to maintain China's de facto ban upon pork.

But it also seems to me that the United States is in a position
to extract some concessions from the Chinese to open their pork
markets. From your perspective in the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, what has the United States done to open Chinese pork
markets?

Mr. SCHUMACHER. Well, certainly, we are doing actually, up to
the last year or so, quite well because we sold about $125 million
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worth of pork and pork products to mainly Hong Kong, and some
of it gets into China.

That has been very helpful to our pork industry, because some
of the pork that is sold is the types of cuts that we normally do
not eat here in this country. It has been very helpful. Similar to
the sort of chicken legs and chicken feet we sell to China, the pork
bits and pieces have done very, very well in those markets.

I think, in addition, we have work to do. Peter do you have any
more thoughts-you just came back-on the pori? lfow was t heir
reaction in China?

Mr. SCHER. Well, I think, clearly, our priority on the pork, as you
mentioned earlier, Senator, the question is really two questions.
One, are they going to recognize all of our pork facilities as meeting
the same standards, not pick three or four, but recognize all of the
facilities.

Mr. SCHUMACHER. Eqluivalency argument.
Mr. SCHER. Yes. Well, not the equivalent, because I do not think

we are prepared to say that their system is equivalent to ours. Not
quite yet.

Mr. SCHUMACHER. They have to recognize ours.
Mr. SCHER. But the second issue is making sure that the tariff

is low enough to encourage legitimate export. I mean, right now
there is a lot of product that goes through Hong Kong. I think the
Chinese recognize that the Government of China has not seen the
benefit of that, of what a reasonable tariff would offer.

I think our pork producers-in fact, we had Nick Giardano from
the pork was with me last week in China-recognize that if we. can
get a reasonable tariff, if we can get this ban lifted, there is a very
vibrant market for our producers in China.

Senator -GIIASLEY. Yes. Before I say a final thank you, let me
just express to you what, admittedly, is probably a gut feeling on
my part and not anything that I coul sow you in a documented

L'u I kind of have a feeling that, in regard to China's accession
to the WTO, and particularly with the Premier coming here next
month, I worry that we think of the Premier of China as kind of
a man with a white hat, who is trying to identify and bring about
real economic reform within that country. I guess I worry that our
President may be wanting to send him home with a major feather
in his cap.

I would hope that we do not risk converting the World Trade Or-
ganization into kind of a political club, because it is developing into
a guardian of free trade that we all benefit from. We should not
do anything more for China than any other new member. I know
you have all said today that that is our policy, but I still somehow
have a feeling that we want to do something extra special for this
Premier.

I think if we were to do that, that that would not be good for
China or for free trade. For China, I think that we ought to think
of ourselves as doing China a favor, because the WTO membership
can be a credible incentive, kind of a carrot, for China to bring
about the change that is; necessary for their own good, as well as
for the good of the world, which is this economic reform that I
think that they want to develop. If we made it too easy for them,
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for membership in the WTO, "they might not come around to that
point.

So, if you want to comment on that, I would be glad to have you
do 80.

Mr. EJZENSTAT. I think we each have our own perspectives. I can
say, from the agency that would normally be looking at thi8 from
a political standpoint, our view is absolutely firm. That is that the
Zhu visit is an opportunity for China to come into compliance, not
for us.

We are not negotiating, no putting any pressure on USTR or
anyone else, to negotiate under a time deadline. The WTO acces-
sion on a commercially viable basis is in China's best interests be-
cause it will encourage, as you Just said, Mr. Chairman, the very
types of reforms they need to make.

*We are absolutely firm in working with Peter and Charlene and
their colleagues as USTR to make sure that the package that is
being negotiated is; commercially viable, and there is absolutely
wall-to-wall agreement with the administration on that. We are not
letting the Zh u visit in any way detract us from insisting on a
WTlO commercially viable package. So, again, our view is, this is
an opportunity for China, if tey wish to take advantage of it.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you for that assurance.
Mr. SCHER. Senator, the other thing I would say, very briefly, is;

that there have been two Presidential visits in the last 2 yeArs.
President Jung -Zi Min came here, and President Clinton went to
Beijing last June. We did not see either of those opportunities as
a chance to, in a sense, do a political deal. We certainly do not see
the Premier's visit as any chance-we realize we have to sell what-
ever agrement we come up with, not only to the Congress, but to
the industries that are affected by this.

So, we do not have the luxury, frankly, of anything but a very
strong commercially meaningful deal. If China is prepared to do
that, i think we are prepared to go the extra mile to work with
them. But the decision is theirs.

Senator GRASSLEY. Maybe it would be more fair if my assess-
ment also said that I have some concern and another gut feeling
about just big business in America who does business in China
maybe pushing too fast for their own selfish gain that may not look
at the overall good of our whole U.S. economy.

I thank you all very much. I want you to know that, even though
I did not say so, I associate myself with the remarks of my three
colleagues who were here complimenting you on your expertise in
this area, more importantly, your sincerity as you approach the job
and what you are trying to do for free trade. Thank you very much.

Would the next three witnesses please come all at one time? I
would introduce Mr. John Hardin, Jr., former president of the Na-
tional Pork Producers Council; Allen F. Johnson, president of the
National Qilseed Processors Association; and Dr. Greg Mastel, vice
president and director of Programs of the Economic Strategy Insti-
tute of Washington, DC.

I would ask you, as everybody gets seated, to proceed in the
order in which I introduced you. So, Mr. Hardin, welcome back to
this table, as you have been here many times, Mr. Johnson, and
Dr. Mastel.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN HARDIN, JIL, FORMER PRESIDENT,

NATIONAL PORK PRODUCERS COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. HARDIN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for having us

here today. I am John Hardin, a pork producer from Danville,Ini
ana. In addition to the things you mentioned, I am a former chair-
man of the United States Meat Export Federation, and a member
of the Policy Advisory Group to Secretary Glickmn and Ambas.
sador Barshefeky for Trade. I really appreciate the opportunity to
appear here today to express our views on these most important
issues.

Exports are the lifeblood of the pork industry. MPPC is co-
chairing the Agricultural Trade Coalition and urges this committee
to continue its bipartisan efforts to get fast-track trade negotiating
authority renewed before the upcoming WTO ministerial meeting
in Seattle. In China,Xprk is; by far the predominant source of meat
protein consumed. Cina consumes nearly the same amount of
pork per capita as is; eaten in the United States.

Indeed, Chna is responsible for approximately 50 percent of the
world's total pork consumption and most industry analysts project
pork demand in China to increase six to 7 percent annually in the
early part of the next century.

While China is the world's largest pork producer, 85 percent of
its pork comes from backyard producers. Further, the cost of pro-
ducing pork is higher in China than in the United States, and this
cost gap is expected to widen in the future.

I recognize, as you have mentioned, that in 1997 China lowered
tariffs on imported pork from 45 to 20 percent. This development,
unfortunately, is not significant because, in addition to the 20 per-
cent duty, there is a 17 percent value-added tax which i8 unfairly
applied only to pork that is imported. Thus, even if many of the
nontariff trade barriers applied against imported pork were rec-
tified, high tariffs and taxes would continue to block pork imports.

In 1997, the State Administration of Inspection and Quarantine
rovided quotas to 11 establishments in Australia, Canada, and the
United States as eligible to export meat and poultry to China. As

you noted, Mr. Chairman, this pilot agreement has not worked.
The U.S. Government must convince China to make a number of

changes with regard to pork importation as a condition to entry to
the world Trade Organization.

For the United States pork industry to have meaningful access
to the Chinese market, the following changes need to be made: the
abolition of the de facto ban on pork importation; the establishment
of transparent import regulations and licensing requirements; the
repeal of discriminatory value-added tax which has applied to meat
imports; the reduction of import duties to minimal levels, again, as
Ambassador Scher mentioned, with no tariff rate quotas; unre-
stricted entry and participation of non-governmental import enti-
ties; a protocol governing sanitary issues which, among other
things, recognzes the U.S. safety and inspection system as equiva-
lent and permit the export of pork from any FSIS-approved facil-
ity finally, termination of the many subsidies tothe Chinese pork
industry.
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As you know, it will be difficult to persuade China to provide
meaniingful pork trade liberalization. Therefore, we respectmxly re-
quest the continued support of this subcommittee in this matter of
paramount importance to the U.S. pork industry.

With respect to the European Union, a strong response to EU's
treatment of U.S. pork exports is long overdue. I looked the num-
bers up before I came this morning. In the first 10 months of 1998,
we exported about $32 million of pork and variety meats to the Eu-
ropean Union. Prior to the implementation of the Third Country
Meat Directive, we routinely Odd$400 million of business a year.

Pork should be the centerpiece of the beef hormone retaliation
list. While virtually no EU beef or poultry are imported into the
United States 12 of the 15 European Union countries exported
pork to the U.l. during the last 5 years.

As I have mentioned we have tried for almost 15 years to regain
meaningful access to the European pork market. We filed not one,
but two Section 301 casies which were intended to pry open the EU
market to U.S. pork exports.

However, the EU continues to erect non- scientific-based barriers
to trade such as the very recently approved ban on the use of many
antibiotics in livestock feed. The Danes, the EU's largest pork pro-
ducer and exporter, were the driving force behind this measure. EU
meat and poultry producers know that this antibiotic ban will en-
sure that U.S. meat and poultry will never, ever be sold in the Eu-
ropea n Union.

Strong and uneqtuv~ocal action against the European Union in
Bananas and Beef matters will diminish the questions in the minds
of U.S. farmers and ranchers about the ability of the U.S. Govern-
ment to enforce trade agreements and will demonstrate the resolve
of the U.S.to take a hard line on agriculture in the upcoming glob-
al trade negotiations.

Regarding these negotiations, the U.S. pork industry fully sup-
ports the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy in the Euro-
pean Union, and we want the Europeans to end their exprt res-
titutions. We call for complete elimination of the "BlueB ox" n
all pivate storage funds.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Hardin.
[The prepared statement ofMr. Hardin appears in the appendix.]
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Johnson?

STATEMENT OF ALLEN F. JOHNSON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
OILSEED PROCESSORS ASSOCIATIONS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I apprciate this opportunity to
testify on behalf of NOPA on the U.S.-EWU trading relationships and
China's accession in the WTO. As usual, your timing is ipcable,
given that decisions on these -issues over the next weksand
months could have a major impact on the face of agriculture for
years to come.

I will, first, discuss the EU, then finish with a few toughts on
China. The EU is a very important market to our industry, with
over $2.5 billion in exports of oilseeds and oilseed products, which
amounts to about 30 percent of the U.S. total agricultural sales to
the EU.
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We are very concerned that trade disputes, such as the Banana
dispute, have the potential of blocking progress and advancing
UTS-EU relationships, and the longer they remain unresolved the
greater the risk they will undermine the rule that the WTO rules
and disciplines are key to more open global trade 'in agrculture.

In biotechnology, unfortunately, the EU does not have an effec-
tive and efficient regulatory system that enjoys the trust of con-
sumers. For us, this is a real problem because the soybean har-
vested in my hometown of Long Grove, Iowa, or anywhere else,
cannot be kept out of the export stream.

GMOs that are not a approved in our overseas markets cannot be
segregated from those that are approved, or conventional varieties.
The result is that new GMO varieties cannot be marketed in the
U.S. without threatening-our exports.

Another EU issue is the threat of labeling for foods and food
products produced from GMO crops. Some food companies are al-
ready avoiding U.S. soybas obeansatoeor, borert
ensure that they have GMO-free prodatoehetnorert

NOPA has encouraged the administration to make resolution of
these issues a top priority. If the EU approval system does not
function in an e ficient, timely, and transparent manner, trade

problems are unavoidable. We also need to continue to reinforce
tat regulatory approval decisions should be made solely on sound

science.
Agenda 2000 is another area of particular interest to our indus-

tty.Agenda 2000 will lower the oilIseed payment and harmonize it
wi tite compensation payments for grains. This is a positive de-
velopment for our industry and a step in the right direction. How-
ever, we need to be sure th-at all parties know that the Blair-House

Ageement, which put strict controls on the EU oilseed production,
is still applicable, even with Agenda 2000.

We believe that the 1999 WTO is the best opportunity for the
U.S. to achieve a more open trade environment. WYe have advanced
the concept of a level playing field for oilseeds and oilseed products.
The general objective of the LPF is the global elimination of all
trade distorting practices in oilseeds and oil see products.

While we know there will be disagreements with the EU in the
1999 WI'O, we believe there are also potential areas of cooperation
as well. For example, changes in Article 12 to provide moreprtc
tion for importing countries. Two, establishing objective WT rules
for developing countries. Three, establishing disciplines in State-
trading enterprises.

Four, there may even be opportunities and domestic support as
we consider options for transition programs from Blue B ox to
Green Box plicies which decouple support from production.

Letme inih with the China WTQ. NOPA is a member of the
American Qilseed Coalition, which includes the American Soybean
Association, the National Sunflower Association, the U.S. Canola
Association, the National Cottonseed Products Association, and, of
course, ourselves. The views I share here are shared by all of those
orgaitions.

Cas WTO accession has become a top priority of the AO. We
must liberalize China's trade while locking in--some liberalizing re-
forms that they have taken unilaterally in recent years. We have
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appreciated our access to our U.S. negotiators and their consulta-
tions with our industry during the WTO negotiating process, and
we made it clear that AO's overriding objective for access is; great-
er and more equitable access.

The core elements of improved access are tariff rate quotas, size
and growth, tariff reduction and harmonization, elimination or
equalization of value-added taxes, and no regression in the current
terms of trade. The accession agreement with China must improve
upon the present terms of trade to have the U.S. oilseed industry's
support.

Rhe AOC position of China's WTO accession was carefully crafted
to achieve these objectives, bearing in mind that any deviation
from the course of eventual liberalization through the LPF initia-
tive could create obstacles to success in the 1999 WTO negotia-
tions.

China should be a full and active part of the 1999 negotiations
once it becomes a member. This would include not exempting
China from any of the existing WTO rules. China's accession to the
WTO, under the terms of a strong accession agreement with no ex-
emptions, would provide a stable trade policy environment for con-
tinued growth in U.S. oilseed and oilsee d product exports.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Johnson.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Johnson appears in the appen-

dix.)
Senator GRASSLEY. Dr. Mastel?

STATEMENT OF GREG MASTEL, PH.D., VICE PRESIDENT AND
DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS, ECONOMIC STRATEGY INSTI-
TUTE, WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. MASTEI. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be

here. Obviously, the hearing touches on a number of topics today,
but my expertise is mostly on China so that is what I will focus
myself on.

In April, China's Premier, Zhu Rongjfi, is scheduled to visit the
United States. Despite some of the assurances that you heard a few
minutes ago, according to recent statements by senior U.S. officials,
a possible centerpiece of the visit is an agreement to open the way
for China to achieve its long-sought goal of joining the World Trade
Organization.

Such an achievement would doubtlessly boost Zhu's status at
home and, with the proper conditions and arrangements, WITO
membership for China could be a major step toward real economic
reform.

Unfortunately, a last-minute political deal is far more likely to
be a big step in the wrong direction. For China, WTO membership
would mean new international recognition and a large measure of
protection from the threat of trade sanctions. For the United
States, a China that truly abides by WTO rules would be a much

better trade partner.
To this point, however, it is China that has stood in the way of

its own WTO membership China has been unprepared to commit
itself to observing WTOdIsci pline. Beyond that, there are serious
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questions as to whether China is truly willing and able to observe
WTO rules.

There is reason for concern that the Clinton Administration may,
in its enthusiasm to include a deal in time for Zhu's visit, weaken
the requirements for China's WTO membership. This would be a
serious mistake.I

To appreciate the complexity of the task of intervening China
into the World Trade Organization it is; impotn to tindorstand
the WTO. The WTO is not merely a club of tdigcountries, it is
a sweeping set of very specific rules on matters such as subsidies,
tariffs, and protection of intellectual property. In essence, the WTO
is a set of rules on how to conduct a market economy.

The central problem is that China is neither a rules-based coun-
try, nor a market economy. As the former head of the Chinese Peo-
ple's Congress is fond of saying, "China is a country of strong lead-
ers, not strong laws." This lack of a rule of law has a direct impact
on U.S. concerns ranging from human rights to trade.

The United States has concluded a number of bilateral trade
agreements with China on matters ranging from intellectual prop-
erty protection to market access. Unfortunately, China has not
fully complied with most of these agreements. In some cases, Chi-
nese ministries have endorsed policy plans that-directly iiate
these agreements by, for example, pursuing policies aimed at re-
ducing imports through import substitution.

In te agricultural sector, China has consistently refused to limit
its sanitary and phytosanitary restrictions on agricultural imports
to those based on sound science, as it pledged in 1992. This has ad-
versely affected U.S. agricultural exports in a number of products.

If China ignores relatively straightforward agreements on mat-
ters such as agriculture and intellectual property protection, is it
realistic to assume that a complex multilateral agreement on mat-
ters such as services, investment, and other matters could be
obeyed or would be obeyed?

In a society in which policies are often set by informal, unpub-
lished ministry decisions, how could complaints of Chinese trade
practices be proven before a WTO dispute settlement panel?

Today we talked a lot about the European Union. The European
Union, for all of its faults, is perhaps the most transparent and
open power in the world, besides the United States. If we cannot
enforce WTO rules on the European Union, how do we expect to
do it in China, which is perhaps the least transparent system in
the world?

Histw,-ically, the United States has had some success in influ-
encing Chinese trade behavior by threatening trade sanctions. As
China is much aware, membership in the WTO would greatly in-
hibit U.S. ability to impose unilateral sanctions. It may be that Zhu
and his followers are able to bring China further down the path to
market economics and that WTO membership could help influence
China in this direction.

It is at least equally possible, however, that a recession or a
change in Chinese leadership will move China toward increased
protectionism and that it would use WTO membership to shield
itself from the threat of trade sanctions.



Further, China's WTO accession would have sweeping implica-
tions. If the WTO proved unable to police China, the credibility of
the WTO as a trade policeman would be gwreatly undermined. The
end result may even be the destruction of the N;40 and an increase
in global protectionism.

It may be possible to overcome these problems and mar China
with the WTO by creating a transition period during which China
phased in WTO discipline. In order to enforce WTO provisions, the
United States should retain the xi ght to impose unilateral sanc-

tions during this transition period. Quantitative targets for China's
imports from WTQ members and a special annual review process
to judge China's progress would also make an agreement more en-
forceable.

But such a transition mechanism could only be forged through
long, hard negotiations. A quick political deal in time -or an April
meeting is much more likely to set back the cause of market reform
and free trade in China, harm U.S. interests, and undermine the
world trading system.

Mr. Chairman, I ask permission that the text of an article that
I wrote recently for the Weekly Standard be included in the record
after my remarks.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes. Let me say that for all of you, and I
should have said it for the previous panel, that their entire state-
ment will be p laced in the record as if read before the committee
in whole. We do appreciate your summarization.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Mastel along with the Weekly
Standard article appear in the appendix.]

Senator Gr'AsSLEY. I am going to ask questions of specific people,
but if any of you want to help answer, respond, or contradict any-
thing, it is your privilege to do it.

I will start with you, Mr. Hardin. I, first of all, thank you for
your analysis of the China trial pork import program. We can learn
from your experience. You have obviously been on the front lines
on this agricultural trade issue, not only as a producer, but also as
an advisor to various administrations.

From your perspective, should we view this unfortunate exp eri-
ence that we are having with China as something that we will see
more of if China is admitted into the WTO, or do you believe that
China can fairly and effectively liberalize its pork market?

Mr. HARDIN. I think the answer is, it depends. It depends pri-
marily on how well structured the commitments are and how en-
forceable they are. I think, potentially, the B rider legislation might
be a way that this side of the Congress may want to look at as a
way to bring leverage because, unless we bring leverage to deal
with these agreements, they will not succeed.

Senator GRASSLEY. With regard to the European Union's Third
Country Meat Directive, I am very concerned about the arbitrary
enforcement of the regulation. Once again, it appears that the EU
rule is aimed squarely at our country. Do you see any way that the
United States can negotiate some type of fair enforcement of this
regulation, or is the regulation itself fatally flawed? How can we
best make our concerns about a Third Country Meat Directive
known to the European Union?
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Mr. HARDIN. Well, I tell you, I have been involved with that one
since 1991. 1 think the real problem is that the union, because it
has such a cumbersome decision making process and because the
equivalent bodies to our food safety inspection service are not in
p lace in a way that makes them effective, that it has been flawedfrom the beginning.

1 think, quite frankly, the only way is to come to the plate and
retaliate and make them come forward. I am really disheartened
by the way the banana issue and the hormone issue have been pnor-
trayed in much of the press. I think the United States finally has
to say enough is enough, and make them pay the cost of avoiding
meaningful responses to these negotiations. To me, that is the only
way to solve this.

Senator GRASSLEY. Do you have any suggestions on what our
own U.S. Department of Agriculture could do to assist the U.S.
pork industry in its efforts to win fairer treatment from the Euro-
pean Union?

Mr. HARDIN. Well, again, it goes beyond what USDA can do, in
the answer I just gave you. But, beyond that, as far as within the
department, we need to find career ladder positions that, across the
world, deal with these food safety issues and the emerging things
with genetically modified organisms, and all the rest, so that we
have a cadre of very experienced negotiators with all of the tech-
nical background that spend their career track within USDA doing
these things.

I have seen time and again where people that have been in place
for 6 months or a year find themselves across the table from some-
body that has been there 15 years. The level of expertise, while-
wel intentioned and they have all of the degrees, is not enough to

g et it solved. I am hopeful that we 'improve the management as to
how we attack these negotiations in the future.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Johnson, I will not go into the history of
how it took us a long time and we got obstacles from the European
Union on the reduction of these export subsidies and domestic farm
subsidies.

But, bearing in mind how many problems that- we have had in
the past, and that the Uruguay Round was almost a failure be-
cause the European Union refused to budge from a 30 percent re-
duction in domestic subsidies, how realistic is it to expect further
reductions in the EU farm subsidies as a result of the new multi-
lateral trade negotiations?

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, first of all, in the oilseed sector, on the Agen-
da 2000, they are lowering their per-ton payment rate for oilseeds
and putting it on a per-ton basis equal to what it is with grains,
which is quite a significant step, at least a step towards some kind
of decoupled support.

We always try to make it very clear, it is not decoupled support.
They are--still required to plant. Theyhave a limited number of op-
tions as to what they can plant. That is one of the reasons why I
made the point in my statement of saying that the Blair-House
Agreement still applies, from our point of view.

We are hopeful, and we have had a lot of dialogue with our coun-
terparts in Europe, on trying to approach the 1999 WTO negotia-
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tions in sort of an open-minded way with the unified objective of
achieving what we call the level playing field.

We have gotten, in an international forum, through our inter-
national organization we are all a member of, a consensus that
that is, in I-act, what in the oilseed sector, at least, we all want to
achieve. So that is the input in the negotiations. I cannot forecast
what the output will be. At least we are hopeful that we are on the
same song sheetgoing in, within our industry

Mr. HARDIN. Mr. Oh airman, if I might add, it is very much the
same in the pork industry. The problems with export restitutions
and other Blue Box subsidies are the only reason why the Danes
are competitive in Asia with us.

Unless we can deal with that, I suspect government policy may
want to turn in the direction that Senator Conrad was trying to
lead you this morning. I really think that would be difficult for the
United States to deal with.

I do not think the political will is here to subsidize American
farmers to that degree. So, again, what happens within Europe as
to how they subsidy ize their farmers, it is a matter of how much of
those exports come on to the world fiarket. That has to be the chief
negotiating goal.

Senator GRAssLEY. Also, Mr. Johnson, I strongly agree with your
suggestion that scientific, valid concerns by the European Union
about the safety of new genetically modified crop varieties be ad-
dressed before the product is commercialized in our country. The
underlying assumption of your idea is that the European Union
would have to be more open in its regulatory process. Do you offer
in your suggestion with the idea *lat it can be achieved, or how
it can be achieved?

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, as we said in our statement, it is going to
have to be achieved at some point. I am fond of using an expression
that Congressman Grandy from our home State used to always use
in relation to farm policy, and I use it in relation to biotechnology
or GMO issues, which is that the issue seems to subsidize more
times than a chromosome. Every time you think you have it in
front of you) it ends up moving.

But I do think that there is a certain amount of frustration also
on the part of our counterparts in Europe with the lack of progress
and the lack of transparency in their own regulatory processes. To
that extent, they are also gaining some internal pressure to try to
do something to resolve this.

That does not necessarily mean that that is going to create a so-
lution overnight, but the bottom line is that it would be very dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to market new-varieties in the United
States and providing any kind of assurances that those varieties
would not be in the export channels. That is cheating not just our-
selves, but it is also cheating the Europeans, both their producers
and consumers, of having access to the high-quality, low-cost alter-
natives.

Senator GRASSLEY. The Uruguay Round Agreement tried to
dampen the export refund competition by a 21 percent mutual re-
duction on export subsidies. Has this reduction worked, or do you
see a need to make further export subsidy reductions in a new
round of multilateral talks?
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Mr. JOHNSON. Well, part of our level playing field initiative-
which, ain, has been brought on by our peers oversees, also in
South Ameica, I should add-would ask for the elimination of ex-
p ort subsidies. I should also add that we have been working hard
in a coalition that we are now calling the Seattle Round Agricul-
tural Committee. One of the principles of that is also the elimi-
nation of export subsidies.

So, from our point of view, yes, that is definitely something we
would want to eliminate. It is a concern. of ours. As you know, we
had within the last round the authority to use export subsidies in
the United Stateg as it relates to oilseeds, but we haven't exercised
that since 1994.

Senator GRtASSIJEY. Dr. Mastel, I will just ask you a pretty gen-
eral question in regard to China coming into the WTO. You heard
my statement that I described as a gfut reaction, or a gut feeling,
about how we need to be concerned about maybe our being too
hasty to make the new Government of China particularly its Pre-
mier who appears to be very much interested in economic reform,
look very good, that we might give in too much, whether it be on
a visit here or some other reason, give in too much to China on
their membership in the WTO. Of course, I do respect the opinions,
and I do not question the opinions, of the three administration wit-
nesses who were here that that will not happen. But I guess from
your study on the outside, do you have any fears like that, like I

Er.MAM~L. Well, I guess I do have some of the same fears. F
do not question the credibility of any of the witnesses that were
here today, but I think, as Senator Baucus alluded to, these kinds
of issues are decided by interplay inside tuhe administration.

There are lots of voices, not all of which have the same viewpoint-
as the trade negotiators do, especially in terms of setting policy on
an issue as important as China's WTO membership.

I think you will hear a lot of voices from the national security
world weighing in that have not much of a perspective, so I am not
sure that we can be completely relaxed that the commitments
made today are going to be able to hold through the upcoming proc-
ess.

The problem, I think, fundamentally, we have not recognized
how difficult this task is. China is not just another country. In ad-
dition to its size, it is a country that is neither rules-based nor real-
lyIa 'market economy. Those are kind of the underpinnings of the

WTOIImean, it is a rules system that encapsulates how a market
economy works. China is neither.

As we have seen, our experience with China in bilateral agree-
ments has been very poor. They have not been able to observe the
rule commitments they have made.

Before we begin this process, or at least befor-e we end it, we
have to ask ourselves the question is it any mprzs likely that China
will be able to enforce multilateral agreements if it cannot enforce
bilateral agreements? It seems to me that question is hard to an-
swer in the affirmative.

Senator GRAssLEY. Yes. Other than the President himself, as you
have studied the interaction of this administration on this issue,
where would you say the pressure point would be above the people
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who were here, and if you were goinq to express concerns that
could be expressed to one or two people

Dr. MASTEI. Well, obviously I am not in the Clinton Administra-
tion, so it is hrcrd for me to name names of people to talk to.

Senator GRASSLEY. No. But, I mean, I thought maybe you might
have some idea, just from being an outside viewer of it, where you
would expect the pressure point to be.

Dr. MASTEL. Well, historically, having a chance to watch several
administrations in action, the tension is usually between our trade
and commercial interests on one side, and national security and
diplomatic interests on the other.

Think with regard to China, and particularly forces in inter-
national security establishment and diplomatic establishment, that
the seem to be less; concerned, based on their public statements,
with a strong commercial agreement. As I said our negotiators are
doing a good job of negotiating an agreement, i think, and are try-
ing very hard to do that.

The problem is, China is a different kind of country. I am not
sure that we can do this quickly or easily I am not sure that the
difficulties are appreciate d by some in th security establishment
who really want a deal.

You alluded to the pressure that a summit creates. I think, his-
torically, with many countries, not just China, but Japan and oth-
ers, you see when a summit approaches a kind of "deal fever,"
emerges.

The summit agenda is set, part of it is some kind of trade agree-
ment. Then, as the deadline gets closer and closer, we have to fill
that part of the agenda, so there is a real pressure to get an agree-
ment done in time for a summit. I guess my fear is that that same
p rocess could take place with regard to China. I think that would
b every damaging to U.S. interests.

Senator GHASSLEY. Yes. I agree with you.
Mr. Johnson?
Mr. JOHNSON. Well, I just was going to comment. I think the

type of things that-you are doing now, you are already holding
these types of hearings as well as public statements, helps rein-
force those that you know in the administration that are supportive
of this view that we have all shared today, which is accession
under the right terms, and it strengthens their hand within the ad-
ministration discussions a they advocate that point of view rather
than a deal at any cost.

Senator GRAsLEY. Yes. I have asked my last question. For the
benefit of members who were here, as wvell as who were not here,
if anybody submits questions to you or the previous panel in writ-
ing, we would appreciate a response in 2 weeks. Thank you very
much.

The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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PuJpARED STATENT oF STUART E. EIZEN8TAT
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee it is a pleasure to be here today

to discuss current agricultural trade issues with C~ina and Europe. In both China
and Europe, we are dealing with issues that have enormous implications for our ag-
ricultural Interests and the world trading system as a whole.

Let me state at the outset that the State Department fuIl appreciates the impor-
tance or international trade and open markets for America s farmers and ranchers.
I do not think there is any sector in our nation that is more integrated into the glob-
al economy than our agricultural sector. Studies show that farmers and ranchers
are twice as reliant on overseas markets than other parts of the economy. The con-
tinued liberalization of world markets and the reung expansion in trade holds
great promise for the growth of and vitality of ou farm sector.

But this promise of continued trade expansion is not something that will happier
on its own accord. It is an effort that we in the United State have to lead . One of
the best ways for us to show this leadership is to strongly affirm internationally the
set of basic trade principles that has underpinned the growth of world trade since
1946.

One such principle is the importance of respecting trade commitments. Another
is the importance of establishing a clear, transparent and predictable process to gov-
ern the regulation of trade. A third, crucial principle, has been the affirmation that
decisions on the environmental, health and safety aspects of products must be made
on the basis of scientific criteria.

It will be all the more important to reaffirm these principles internationally as
we prepare for the next round of WTO trade negotiations. And in terms of the topics
for today's hearing, these principles have direct relevance to the sets of issues we
now face in China and Europe.

Looking first at China, when and on what terms China is fully integrated into
the world trading system is an issue that has enormous significance for our farmers.
China may have escaped the worst effects of the economic malaise that has struck
many of its neighbors, but its economic growth has slowed. Despite this U S ex-
porters have achieved significant gains. Our exports to China recently Viave had
double-digit growth while other regions' exports to China have stagnated. Chinais
our fourth largest agricultural market, with exports more than doubling since 1991.

As China grows and consumer income rises, there will be a huge potential for the
expansion of our food exports. However, this potential can be fully realized only to
the6 extent that we are able to 'implement the trade picpe ulndaoe

I am sure Ambassador Scher will cover China's TOaccession and related issues
in more detail in his statement. Let me simply note that it is extremely important
that China join the WTO on commercially meaningful terms and that China fully
respects the rules of the system. The principles regarding transparency and the im-
portance of using science-based decision-making have direct relevance to some of the
ongoing disputes we have with China over wheat, beef and citrus.

During her recent trip to China, Secretary Albright pressed the Chinese strongly
regarding their trade commitments including on agriculture. She also stressed the
importance of making progress on WTO accession. This is not just a narrow trade
issue. It is part of a larger effort to help shape the way China interacts with the
world trading system and to develop the type of market that future farmers and
ranchers will face in Asia in the 21st century.

Turning to Europe, it is worth remembering that we often let the immediacy of
our current trade disputes blind us to the very real benefits the U.S. and EU enjoy
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from access to each other's market. Two-way trade and investment flows account for
more than one trillion dollars. Studies have shown that the relationship directly
supports. more than six million Jobs on both sides of the Atlantic. One in 12 Indus.
trial Jobs in the U.S. is in a European-owned factory. Europeans are the biggest for-
eign investors in 41 of the 50 U.S. states.

The strong economic relation-ship is also reflected in bilateral agricultural flows.
From 1991-1997, U.S. agrcultural exports to the EU rose from $7.0 billion to $8.6
billion; during that period, we consistently ran an agrcltural trade surplus of be-
tween $24$3 -billion. And, over the years, our overall trade with Europe has been
largely balanced and based on strong environmental and labor standards on both
sides of the Atlantic.

But obviously there are challenges In front of us. We are now entering a crucial
period in our economic relationship with Europe. The EU is engaged in a politically
diffcult process of reforming its Common Agricultural Policy, with large implica-
Licon.p. [oi the types of subsidies our own farmers will have to compete against in the
future.

The CAP reforms are partially related to EU efforts to admit a new group of Cen-
tral Europeani, Baltic and other countries into the Union, a process that has impor-
tant security is well as commercial implications for our interests. We the EU and
others are alse preparing for the next round of WTO trade talks, which will cer-
tainly focus specifically on some of the very programs-such as export uubsidies-

that~~ haeunepnned EU farm policy.
The U.S. and EU are now facing a tough set of trade issues on bananas, beef hor-

mones and in the more general area of-biotechnology. Our disagreement with the
EU over bananas and beef hormones has broader ramifications for the future of the
WTO dispute resolution system. On bananas the EU has failed on numerous occa-
sions to develop first GA~i' and then WTO compliant banana regimes following
trade body rulings. With regard to beef hormones, it is still not certain If the EU
has the political will to comply with the WTO findings. against its ban. These actions
undercut critically needed support In Congress and the agricultural community for
the WTO.

In this environment of internal pressures within the EU and serious bilateral
transatlantic trade concerns, it will again be important for us to hammer home the
principles of fair and transparent trade rules, of respecting international commit-
ments and of using scientific principles, not politics, to make environmental, health
and safety decisions. Relying on these principles is the best way in which to reduce
our frictions with the EU and to remove the emotions which so often cloud what
should be technical actions. The need for a set of clear and rational trading prin-
ciples may be greatest in the area of biotechnology.

As U.S. agriculture and related products--everything ranging from tomato paste
to vegetable oil-increasingly involve biotechnology, this issue is one of growing im-
portance to our competitiveness in the 21st century. Within a few years, virtually
100 percent of U.S. agricultural commodity exports will be genetically modified or
mixed with GMVO rolucts. While we recognize a legitimate desire to assure safety
in this area, it Is important that our trade in these products be based on a frame-
work that allowb beneficial trade to grow and develop while allowing fair and trans-
parent procedures to address safety on a scientific basis. I have Ion personal expe-
rience with this issue from my time as U.S. Ambassador to the EU. Still bear scars
from the bruising fight we had to obtainEU approval of Roundup Ready Soybeans.
We barely had time to recover from that-process when we were faced with -another
bloody battle over Bt corn. Nuw there are new biotechnology varieties on the way
and the prospect for father problems with the EU remains.

We of course respect the EU's right to have a system of government oversight for
g ne tically modified organisms (or GMOs). No government can abdicate its responsi-
blt to have a system in place to ensure the safety of food, feed and the environ-

ment. But the system must be predictable, transparent efficient and scientifically
based-as the WTO rules require.

Although the U.S. does not have a separate regulatory system for GMOs, they
still go through the same rigorous examination process for safety that all of our food
and feed products go through. This exam takes place under the "Coordinated
Framework for Reguation of Biotechnology" which was articulated in 1986. Under
this approach, biotechnology products are regulated using existing statutes, as are
other, similar products. USDA, EPA and FDA are the primary regulatory agencies
responsible for products of agricultural biotechnology. under the Framework, some
biotechnology products may be regulated by all three agencies and some may be reg-
ulated by one or two agnis depndn on whether or not there are issues such
as environmental safety food safety or labeling involved. Since 1994, 20 genetically
modified agricultural proucts have successfully moved through our regulatory sys-
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team toward commercialIzation and marketing. The transparency and predictability
of our process goes a long way to explain why these products have largely enjoyed
general consumer acceptance.

In Europe, it is different. Because there is no scdentically based governmental
system to approve OMO products, the European public is susceptible to ill-informed
scare tactics. Public opinion in Europe is therefore far more emotional on this issue
than in the U.S. Not all of the roadblocks our exporters face are the result of poor
procedures or trade competition. The European Parliament often reflects this public
sentiment.

The EU approval system for OMOs is non-transparent, unpredictable not based
on scientific principles, and all too susceptible to political interference. here are a
number of reasons for this. The por handling of the BSE, or mad cow disease, prob.
lem has shaken the European public's faith in its scientific health authorities.

The EU's weak declslon-maklng machine% in this area is also partly to blame,
as it often allows single member states to row up roadblocks and stall progress
for reasons unrelated to sclentlfically-based concern about health, safety, or the en-
vironment. This was certainly the case in the summer of 1998, when France for non.
health reasons blocked two U.S. GMO corn products that had already been approved
by EU scientific bodies. The products were eventually allowed into the EU after
heavy pressure was a pplied all the way up to President Clinton, but in the mean-
time our corn farmers lost siffifcant sales.

The process In Europe i uter complicated by the huge amount of misinforms.
tion about OMOs in the media. This has so slanted the European public's views on
the issue that governments are reluctant to undertake perfectly appropriate, but po-
liticallydiffcult, regulatory decisions. Nowhere is this more evident today than in
the UK where virulent attacks on GMOs In the press-b)oth tabloids and main-
stream-have made It diffcult to hold a rational debate about the benefits of bio-
technology.

Many of the issues related to biotechnology are also found In other trade disputes
we have with the EU.

problemses caused by lack of transparency and predictability are very apparent
inthe bef hormone case. As is the case with biotechnology, political opinion por-
trays !his as a health and safety Issue despite the broad scientific evidence to the
contrary I fear some in Europe continue to try to find the "right" scientific evidence
to support a political prejudice against beef produced with growth hormones. In me-
sponse to the V/TO ruling against its ban, he Eurpean Commision has initiated
17 separate risk assessment studies on hormones (none of which were called for in
the VMT fitslng). We have so far been unable to get any information about these
studies from EU authorities. We do not know who is conducting the studies, how
those conducting them were chosen, what evidence they are looking at, nor what
procedures they are following. As far as we can tell, there is no consistent oppor-
tunity for public comment. Needles to say, this lack of information heightens our
concerns that factors other than legitimate environment, health and safety issues
may influence the final conclusions. And we wonder when this process will ever end.
The EU cannot be permitted to endlessly use the excuse of needing to conduct Just
one more study that might, this time, possibly find something to justify keeping
trade restrictions in place.

In relation to growth promotant hormones, these substances have been exten-
sively studied over 20 years by international scientists, including the EU's own sci-
entists and have repeatedly been found to be safe at the levels currently used..

Problems in the regulatoryprocess have led to a pattern whereby every maj or,
new GMO marketedinby e U.S. becomes the subject of a prolonged and bitter
battle to gain*entrance to te EU market.

But while we have been taking on these specific problems with EU, we have also
been working to break this pattern of confrontation by trying to improve the coordi-
nation between U.S. and EU GMO regulatory processes and thereby reestablish the
importance of the principles regarding transparency, predictabilty and science-
based decision making. Some of this work is modeled on the cooperative relation-
ships we now have with Canadian and Japanese authorities. Under the Trans-
atlantic Economic Partnership, we and the EU have set up a Biotechnology Working
Group to address bilateral issues related to GM0s. The first meeting of -the group
was held in Febryin Washington, at which the U.S. proposed a pilot project de-
signed to coordinate better the GMO rep story processes on both sides of the Atlan-
tic. We are also using this forum to raise our concerns about the inadequacy of the
EU's current GMO regulatory system and to continue a dialogue on ways to reform
i.We have also been exploring ways to address th e public perception problem in the

EU regarding biotechnology and other issues. The State Department and other
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agencies have been developing a public diplomacy campaign on the beef hormone
issue, to make sure the facts are available regarding the many scientific studies that
have tailed to find any harmful effects from U.S. 'beet This type of campaign can
easily be broadened to include information about biotechnology, that not only
stresses the safety of marketed product. and the importance of an open, transparent
regulatory system but also highlight. the many benefit. that biotechnology can
bring. These incluAe the potential for reduced pesticide and herbicide use and hence
greater protection ot the environment, and larger yields than can help to feed hun-
gry people around the globe necessitating less conversion of land to a icultural pur-
poses. It is also worth keeping in mind the significant effciency gains brought by
use of biotechnology. Given the historical outlook for declining EU support to farm-
ers and increasing reliance on market mechanisms, these potential gains cannot be
overlooked. Half or more of this year's U.S. soybean and cotton crop, and one third
of this year's corn crop, could be produced with genetically modified seed.

It is not unrealistic to expect that the EU, too, will inevitably move in this direc-
tion and that one day Europe will seek to promote it. own agricultural bio-
technology industry.

Biotechnology and it. related issues are not just a U.S.-EU problem. We are fac-
ing the problems with lack of -respect for certain trade principles in other fora as
well. A good example is the recent Bicosafet Protocol negotiations in Cartagena Co-
lombi a. The negotiations were suspended %~en it became clear the parties coula not
agree on key provisions, including those which would have affected trade in OMOs.
We were disappointed that the talks did not result in a workable agreement that
would have protected biodiversity. However, we and a number of other nations rec-
ognized that certain proposals would have created disguised barriers to trade, would
not have protected the environment, and practically speaking would have resulted
in a Protocol not capable of being implemented. This would have led to unnecessary
trade restrictions on the world's-food supply and limited the ability of other nations
to enjoy the benefits of modern biotechnology. In our view, having no agreement was
better than a bad agreement that could not- have been Implemented.

One of the greatest concerns of the Cartagena talks was the degree to which many
developing countries, many of whom could be the largest beneficiaries of biotech-
nology's promise of greater yields and reduced environmental damage, sided with
those who would have used the Protocol to restrict trade in food product.. In the
run-up to the next negotiating session, we will continue to work internationally to
bridge these differences.

Facing these problems regarding biotechnology in so many different areas under-
lines the need for a strong and consistent U. S. policy that ensures the safety of
these products domestically while at the same time reafrirmingtrnternationally~ the
importance of using scientific principles-not politics-as the baiq for permitting
marketing. It also poses on us, as; leaders in the world trading sytitem, the re-
sponsibility to do what is necessary to ensure that the basic set of principles regard-
ing transparent rules, respect for commitments and reliance on science-babed deci-
sion making remain at the center of any in-ternational agreement covering trasde in
new product.

Another aspect to the biotechnology issue concerns proposals for labeling. It is
therefore worth reviewing what the U.S. position on labeling is.

The Food and Drug Ad ministration (FDA) requires labeling for any food, GMO or
not, that present. a significant change in nutritional or compositional value con-
tains a new or unexpected allergen, or that needs to be used or stored in a different

A~r example, GMO high-oleic canola would have to be labeled in the U.S. because
it has a higher oil content than conventional canola, not because it is a bio-
technology product.

We recognize that countries have the sovereign right to have mandatory food la-
beling regulations, and we will certainly comply with them. What we require, how-
ever, is more specific guidance as to how our companies can comply. Regarding the
issue of biotech food products, U.S. consumers have confidence in our regulatory
agencies to ensure the highest food safety and quality standards.

We do not object to voluntary labeling that is truthful and not misleading and
that otherwise complies with the food labeling regulations of the FDA as part of a
company's marketing plan. We encourage companies to disseminate information
about biotechnology so that consumers have a better understanding of the many
benefit. that biotechnology provides to health, the environment, food security, and
nutrition.

What we should not allow is labeling that is misleading and may be used to infer
that U.S. products are somehow dangerous, when there is no scientific evidence to
indicate a risk to human health.
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Before I close, [ would like to touch on one additional aspect of our relationshipwith Europe, the reform the EU's Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). This is orcourse an internal EU process but it is one that does have important implicationsfor our interests. This reform is being driven by a number of factors. Roughly halfof the WeU' budget goes to support the CAP. The EU has now are to put a ceilingon total budget expe nditures and this cannot be done without CAP reform. Second,the EU is, like all WIN) members, preparing for the next round of trade talks, whichwe plan to kick off this November in Seattle. Europe recognizes the need to reformpolicies on subsidies in advance of the talks. Finally, and perhaps most importantly,the EU is committed to an enlargement process that will eventually bring in thecountries of Central Europe and th antics. To do so wnder current p nrous butinefficient subsidy progams would impose an enormous strain on the EUsbdet.However, despite all tev~e pressures for reform, the negotiations of the last fewweeks have shown how difficult it is to enact significant cute in farm programs.Though the CAP reforms have not 'yet received final approval, we are still ableto offer some initial assessments on the package. Last week, the EUs AgcultureMinisters took a partial step in the right direction by modifying the CAP-cuttingguaranteed prices for cereals over the next several years by 20 percent and phasingout of payments to farmers for taking land out of production; cutting guaranteedp rices of milk by 15 percent; and cutting the basic price of bee f by 20 percent. TheMinisters failed to adopt the Commission's proposal to reduce direct payments tolarge farmers. Overall spending cuts were adopted, a critically important step sinceCAP spending has grown almost continually since 1962 and is nearly half of theEU's annual budget. We of course welcome any movement toward agricultural re-form in the EU, particularly to the extent that these reforms wil1 reduce the useof trade distorting export and other subsidies. The global trend ii farm plicies ismoving away from the direct intervention policies~ that have historical ly under-pinned- the CAP and we certainly hope that this trend will extend to Europe as well.That said, however, the reforms approved by the Agriculturs Ministers do not a ppear to go far enough in terms of reucing the CAPs distorting effects on the worldtrading system. We have consistently urged the EU to go farther and made clearour int-entions in the next round to limit and/or eliminate those types of farm poli-cies that impose costs on others. Vice President Gore laid this out well recently inDavos, Switzerland, when he said we will seek nothing less than the eliminationonce and for all of trade-distorting export subsidies.

We will continue to send this message, making clear our ambitious objectives forthe next WTO round and stressing that the more market-oriented the EUs farmpolicies become, the better it will serve Europe and the world trading system.In conclusion, let mne reiterate the importance of successfully resolving the issuesbefore us in China and Europe-whether it be on WTO accession, beef hormonesor biotechnology-to ow- ability to move forward with an agenda of trade liberaliza-tion and opening markets for our farmers and ranchers. We must continue to ad-vance the basic principles of respecting trade commitments, establishing trans-parent and predictable regulatory processes, and using science-based decision mak-ing on environmental, health and safety issues. In the end, we fully realize that ourtrade agenda has to rest on a solid foundation of domestic support. If we cannotshow Americans that the trading system works for them, then we will not be ableto sustain our policies in the international arena.
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Dear Mr. Chairman:

Few, if any, trade policy Issues are more important or challenging to
America than the current talks underway with the People's Republic of
China regarding China's bid to join the World Trade Organization, and
especially the accompanying negotiations concerning the ability of
Americans to freely sell their products in China's markets.

The terms of any deal that we reach now with China about access to its
markets may well determine the course of Sino-American economic
relations for decades to come. If economic relations are not resolved
constructively, there will be adverse developments diplomatically and
politically between our two nations.

That is why I strongly believe that China must make more than a down
payment on market access concessions. Rather, China should guarantee
unconditional and full market access upon entry into the World Trade
Organization, and should abide by the same trading rules the WTO
applies to any other major industrial power. We have seen too many
times over the years when promises of future concessions to open
foreign markets are made, and then the promised concessions fail to
materialize. The stakes this time are too high to engage China on
anything but normal commercial terms.

For fifty years, a world trading system committed to the standards of
openness and fair play has brought us unparalleled growth, created

(Continued on Page Two)
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millions of jobs, and fashioned a modern era of peaceful economic
competition. We must make sure that the more comprehensive trading
framework of the World Trade Organization continues the process of
opening new international markets under the even-handed discipline of
multilateral rules.

1 commend you and you colleagues for working toward a fair and open
world trading order.

I wish you well.

Sincerely,

Senator Charles E. Grassley
Chairman, Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Committee on Finance
Washington, D.C. 20510

PREPARED STATEMgNT OF JOHN HARDINs JR.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am John Hardin, Jr., a pork
producer from Danville, Indiana. I am a past President of the National Pork Pro-
ducers council (NPPC) and a past chairman of the United States Meat Export Fed-

eration. I currently serve ott NPPO's Trade Committee and am a representative on
the Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee to the United States Trade Representa-
tive and the Secretary of Agriculture. I very much appreciate the opportunity to ap-
pea here on behalf of U.S. Pork Producers to express our views on China's de facto

bnon prk Imports.
INTRODUCTION

The National Pork Producers Council is a national association representing 44 af-
filiated states that annually generate approximately $11 billion in farm gate sales.

Acrig to a recent Iowa State study conducted b toan arneteUS
pork industry supports9 an estimaed 000000 domesqc jobs and generates more than
$64 billion annually- in total economic activity. With 1,98,50littecr ngvafed oat
annually* U.S. pork producers consume 1.065 billion bushlofcrvaudt
$2.658 billion. Feed supplements and additives represent another $2.522 billion of

purcasedinputs from U.S. suppliers which help support U.S. soybean prices, the
US. soybean processing industry, local elevators and transportation services based
in rural areas. po

Pork is the world's meat of choice. Pork represents 44 percent of daily meat po
tein intake in the world. Notwithstanding the huge global market for pork and pork
products, efficient U.S. producers were precluded from exprti ctvoue

of pork in the pre-Uruguay Round Agreement, pre-NAFTA era. A combination of for-
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eign market trade barriers arnd highly subsidized competitors kept a lid on U.S.
pork exports. U.S. p6rk producers were ardent proponents of the Uruguay Round
Agreement and NAFIA.

Since 1995, when the Uruguay Round Agreement went Into effect, U.S. pork ex-
ports to the world have increased by approximately 86 percent in volume terms and

80Dmrit in value terms from 1994 levels. Since NAFTA went into effect in 1994,
U.. nrk exports to Mexico have increased 23 percent in volume terms and 37 per-
cent fnvalue trms compared to 1993 levels, notwithstanding the devaluation of the
peso. Because of NFA U.S. pork exports now account for over 95 percent of all
Mexican pork imports. Mexico ranks as our number two export market behind
Japan wit 1998 exports valued at $143 million.

Moreover, U.S. pork sales to Mexico will continue to increase as the NAFTA
phase-in period proceeds. No one in his or her iglt mind can say that the Uruguay

Rund arid NAFA have riot been good for the UR .pork industry.
Our industry strongly suport furher trade liberalization measures. These trade

agreements permit U.S. poric producers to exploit their comparative advantage in
international markets. NPPC is co-chairing the Agriculture Trade Coalition and
urges this Committee to continue its bipartisan efforts to get traditional trade nego-
tiating authority renewed before the upcoming WTO ministerial meeting in Seattle.

The United States is uniquely positioned to reap the benefits of liberalized world
porctrade. While the U.S. currently is the world s second largest exporter of pork

hin Demar th stongconsensus within the Inidust andamnaalssi
that the U.S. will soon be the number one exporter in Ie w orld.nUS. pok pro
ducers tire the lowest cost producers in the world of safe, high-quality pork . The
U.S. cost advantage over Denmark is increasing.

If the U.S. Government is: (1) aggressive in holding its trading partners to their
commitments under existing trade agreements; and, (2) is aggressive in expanding
access arid in opening new markets -in the upcoming WTO trade negotiations and
in WTO accession negotiations, particularly with China-the growth potential of
U.S. pork exports is virtually unlimited.

CHINA SHOULD PROVIDE MARKET ACCESS FOR U.S. PORK AS A CONDITION OF ENTRY
INTO THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION

In China, pork is by far the predominant source of meat protein consumed. China
consumes nearly the same amount of pork per capita as consumed in the United
States making it a vast pork consuming market. Indeed, China consumes approxi-
mately 50 percent of the total pork annually consumed in the world and most indus-
try analysts project pork demand in China to increase by 6 to 7 percent per year
in the early part of the next century. One group of very respected agricultural econo-
mists forecest that Chinese pork consumption will increase by approximately 8 mil-
lion metric tons within the next ten years. To put this number in perspective, in
1998, U.S. pork exports were 529,000 metric tons. Thus, -China is not a potential
market; it is a huge and growing pork consumption market.

While Chins is the wo-rld's largest producer of pork, 85 percent of its pork comes
from backyard producers. As incomes continue to rise and consumers demand high-
er quality pork and more of it, as well as more beef, poultry, dairy and alcohol prod-
ucts, commercial production of pork in China will become increasingly costly. This
is because China must achieve this growth in consumption with only 9 percent of
the world's arable land. According to FAO data, China must feed 13.0 peple for
each hectare of arable land, whereas Europe must feed 4.1 people, and the United
States must reed only1.4people.

China is moving from* having mid-western U.S. type corn prices to havingTea-
wanese and Japanese type corn prices. An important choice must be made, Cin
must either import feed grains or livestock products to achieve consumer diets simi-
lar to those of the developed world. Unfortunately, China currently has a do facto
ban on pork imports. This is a great mistake because pork should be produced in
grain surplus countries not in grain deficit countries. Countries that import feed

grismust pay a preumr ove world market prices and feed grains constitute
oe60 percent of the cost or raising hop. Pork p reducers in Japan and Taiwan

p ay approximately double the amount paid for feed by an Iowa pork producer. Thus,
China is; close to repeating the mistakes made byJapan, South Korea, and Taiwan.

The cost of producing pork in China currently is higher than the cost of producing
prk in the United States. By virtue of the subsidies provided to its pork industry,

Ciahas been able to suppress the demand for imported pork smuggled into the
country and maintain its -ability to export pork. If China resolves to continue to
block pork imports and, instead tries to keep pace with expanding domestic demand
through domestic production, Chinese pork prices will be much hiher than would
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otherwise be the case. Further, Chinese subsidies and investment in agriculture will
keep capital from flowing to more efficient and remunerative uses. The costs of this
misallocation will increase over time as China tries to extract more and more pork
from a limit-ed source of supply. In time, China, like Japan and Korea, will be forced
to import pork to reduce prices. At present, however, the Chinese maintain their
ban on pork imports.

High tariff rates and a discriminatory value added tax put imported pork at a
sharp competitive disadvantage to domestic prk. Moreover, complicated and non-
transparent restrictions on imported pork, administred by China s State Adminis-
tration of Inspection and Quarantine (SAIQ-which recently replaced It's Quar-
antine administration C make it virtually impossible to import pork. While
SAIQ officials acknowledge te existence of the restrictions, they have been unwill-
ing to dttosupply copies of the restrictions to U.S. trade negotiators stating that
the laws are confidential. SAI% contends that Chinese restaurants and hotei4 can
obtain licenses to import pork. Unlike beef, for which licenses are available through
regional SAIQ offices, SAIQ says that it disseminates pork import licenses solely
through SAIQ headquarters. In reality, very few licenses have been granted by
SAIQ to hotel and restaurant importers.

I recognize that in 1997 China lowered tariffs on imported pork from 45 percent
to 20 percent. This development Is not significant because the 20 percent duty is
in additon to the 17 percent value added tax, which is unfairly a applied only against
imported pork. Thus, even if the many, non-tariff barriers applied against imported
pork were rectified, high tariffs/taxes would continue to block pork imports.

In 1997 SAIQ proved quotas to I11 establishments in Australia, Canada, and
the UniteA States as eligible to export meat and poultry to China for general con-
sum ption under a one year "pilot pro Fam." While in one sense this was a positive
development because, as a matter -of l aw, these imports are not limited to the hotel
and restaurant sector, as a matter of fact, high tariffs and other restrictive meas-
urea kept a tight lid on imprs As detailed in a letter to Chinese government offi-
cials from representatives ofrthe pork industries in Canada, the European Union,
and the United States, the pilot program has not worked and meaningful liberaliza-
tion is needed.

Under the pilot program, the qualified establishments include a pork facility in
Australia that received a quota of 2,000 MT, three pork fcilities in Canada that
received a total quota of 68,000 MT, and one pork facility in the U.S. that received
a quota of 500 MT. The Australian and U.S. exports must be imported exclusively

byNaj Five-Star Hotel Corporation Ltd. and the Canadian product must be im-
ported exclusively by Chaoying Foodstuff Ltd. While pork is not on the formal list
of state traded products in China, the appointment of these exclusive importers is
troubling. Indeed, the U.S. pork industry understands that SAIQ officials are in-
volved with the owershipmanagement of each of these importers. The pilot pro-
gram has been a failure due to high duties and taxes, unfair sanitary barriers, re-
strictions on the number of importers, and competition from smuggled pork imports.

Canadian pork quotas are much higher than U.S. quota levels under-the pilot pro-
gram but Canadian pork must be imported pursuant to the Canada-China pork pro-
tocol. Canadian industry officials are extremely upset with this protocol because on-
erous and non-scientific restrictions will prelude the shipment of aay significant
amount of pork from Canada to China. The Chinese, supposedly at the behest of
the Australians, expressed concern to the Canadians about Porcine Reproductive
and Respiratory Syndrome (PRRS). The PRRS virus is endemic to the world and it
defies credulity to suggest that China-a country where serious porcine diseases are
rampant-does not have PRRS. Further, unlike porcine diseases such as hog cholera
and FMD, PRRS is not transmitted through imported meat to domestic swine. The
U.S. must not permit China to raise sanitary barriers to U.S. pork exports as China
has done in the case of U.S. wheat and citrus.

Despite official import restrictions, demand from the population for pork, particu-
larly high-quality variety meats (e.g. hearts, stomachs, intestines), is so high that
sizeable quantities of imported pork are being smuggled Into China principally

truhHong Kong. The pork is distributed to the general population mostly
through local wholesale markets with a small amount distributed through supe-market. Technically the importation and distribution of this product is illega, a
fact which is generally acknowledged by the Hong Kong importers and Chinese dis-
tributors. In 1998, this trade represented approxixnatel, $50 million for US export
ers, although the total value of the pork trade wth Cfhina conduce though Hong
Kong is estimated to be as high as US $200 million. (An additional $8 million of
U.S. pork was imported directly by China in 1998. Industry sources in China report
that even these imports that, drctly enter China do so on a negotiated basis, not
in accord with the official position.) It is difficult and expensive to smuggle pork into



China and, without question, pork imports would explode if China lifted its do facto
ban. Even under restrictive trade regulations, Chinese demand is so large at times
that they have bought the entire world's supply of certain pork variety meats.

The U.S. government must convince China to lift its do facto ban on imported
pork as a condition of entry to the World Trade Organization. In order to become
a consistent and reliable supplier of pork, the following changes must be made:

(1) the abolition of the do facto ban on pork importation;
(2) the establishment of transparent import regulations and licensing require-

ments;
(3) repeal of the discriminatory value-added tax which is applied to meat Im-

ports;
(4) reduction of import duties to minimal levels with no TRQs;
(5) unrestricted entry and participation of non-government Import entities;
(6) a protocol gverning sanitary issues, which, among other things, recog-

nizes the U.S. safety and inspection system as equivalent and permits the ex-
port of pork from any FSIS a pp roved facility;

(7) the termination of subsidies to the Chinese pork industry.
The United States Is uniquely positioned to reap the benefits of a liberalized Chi-

nose pork sector. The U.S. exported over $1.1 billion in pork in 1998 and exports
grew by over 15% in spite of the global financial crisis.

China Is surpassing Japan as the single largest source of the U.S. trade deficit.
If China liberalized its pork market, the U.S. would be exporting hulgo volumes of
Frk to that country. The U.S. pork industry alone could make a signifcant dent
nthe U.S.- China trade imbalance.
As you know, it will be difficult to persuade China to provide meaningful pork

trade liberalization. There fore, we respectfully request the continued fluort of this
subcommittee in this matter that is of paramount importance to the U..pork in-
dustry.
The Unfair Trading Practices of the European Union Demands Immediate and Swift

Action on Behalf of American Pork Producers
The EU pork market has basically been closed to the U.S. pork industry for over

10 years as a result of the EUs Third Country Meat Directive and other restrictive
measures. The regulation, which affects U.S. pork, beef, and poultry bound for the
EU, has usured the role of USDA's Food Safety and Inspection Service and does
not enhance the safety of U.S. meat and poultry as the EU claims. Under this evs-
tom, EU inspectors determine, on the basis of arbitrary factors, such as the coor
of plant walls, whether a U.S. plant is qualified to export to the EU. The random
enforcement of this regulation has resulted in a complete cut-off of U.S. poultry ex-
ports and has reduced to a trickle U.S. pork and non-hormone beef exports from a
few token plants. Ironically, it is widely known that the majority of EU meat plants
do not meet TCMD requirements. Holding U.S. facilities to a sot of rules that the
Eli's own producers are unable to comply with is clearly discriminatory and violates
the EUs trade obligations.

The meat industry has been nothing but patient with the European Union while
they have continued to offer false promises for free trade. The U.S. filed two Section
301 petitions which culminated in an agreement in 1992 which the EU did not im-
ple ment. Further, a framework for a veterinary eq*ivalency agreement was reached
Ithe spring of 1997 that was to be implemented in October of that year, but the

EU also failed to implement that agreement. To add insult to injury, the EU-lead
by Denmeark-recentl approved, witout scientific basis, a ban on the use of many
antibiotics in livestoc feed. The Danes~ the Eli's largest pork producer know that
this antibiotic ban will ensure that U1~. pork (or beef or poultry for that matter)
never, ever will be sold in the EU. The ban becomes effective as to all member
states on July 1. A strong response to the Eli's treatment of U.S. pork exports is
long overdue. Pork is an extremely compelling candidate for beef hormone retalia-
tion list currently being drafted by the United States. During the last five years,
every EU country, with the exception of Greece and Luxembourg, has exported pork
to the U.S. However, annual EU pork exports to the U.S. have comprised less than
one percent of our production. U.S. hog supplies are at record high levels. Thus, the
U.S. could easily supply its entire domestic demand, even If all EU pork exports
were stoped.betecnepeeothbefhroertlainlt.Pkpodes

Pork sh~ouldbetecnepeeothbefhroertlainls.Prpodes
hope that the European Union will drop Its unfair and illegal regime on -beef. But
the reality of the situation is highly unlikely to occur. Therefore, pork producers be-
lieve that because we-as a meat product-are the most logical product for inclu-
sion.
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Pork roducers also fuly support reform of the socalled Common Agricultural

Polcy CAP inthe European Union. We strongly encourage the Europeans to end
their export restitution and susd rgam and call for complete elimination of the
"Blue Bo6x and all private store fns These practices are completely unaccept-
able and only serve to ftuther iNjure the United States in third markets.

If we don't enforce our legal rights in the WTO and follow through on the banana
and beef retaliations, it wI send the wrong signal to the European Union as we
prepare for the next round in Seattle and our participation in the CAP.

PREPARED STATzmENTr ov ALLEN F. JOHNSON
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity

to testify, on U.S.-EU trading relationships and Chinese Accession to the World
Trade Organization (WTO). The National Oilseed Processors Association (NOPA)
represents companies operating "solvent extraction" plants--75 plants in 23 states
that process one or more of the 5 oilseeds that NOPA represents: soybean, sunflower
seed, safflower seed canola, and flaxseed. NOPA member comp esrocess more
than 1.6 billion bus~iels of oilseed annually and employ more than 4 00 workers.
Exports to key markets such as the EU and China are critical to our Industry. The
total value of the Industrys seed, meal, and oil production is about $30 billion, with
nearly $ 10 billion of this ben or exports.

V.8.-EU RELATIONSHIPS
The EU is a very important market for U.S. agricultural exports-in FY 1998, U.S.

agricultural exports to the EU were $8.5 billion and we imported $7.3 billion of.
roducts fr-om the EU. Exports of U.S. oilseeds and oilseed products were $2.5 bil.

ionr, which amounts to 30 percent of our total agricultural sales to the EU.
As indicated by Ambassador Barshefaky, the EU overall is America's largest trade

and investment partner the largest foreign direct investor in the U.S., and the larg-
est destination Or our direct forelx investment. Our direct investment in each oth-
eeseconomies together exceeds $q750 billion-one of every 12 U.S. factory workers is
now employed by a Eurpean firm.

It is very clear that U.S.-EU trade and economic relationships, despite trade die-
utea, are strong and of vital mutual interest to both of us. Wfithtis point in mind,Want to discuss some of the particular concerns of our industry with respect to

U.S.-EU trading relationships.
TRADE DISPUTES BEFORE THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION

We all know of the EU banana import regime case and the bovine growth hor-
mone case in the V/TO. !., both of these cases, V/TO dispute settlement panels and
the Appellate Body have ruled in favor of the U.S. We urge the EU to bring these
matters to a close expeditiously by coming into compliance with the panel results.

We are very concerned because the banana and bovine growth hormone disputes
are blocking progress in advancing U.S.-EU relationships and have spillover effects
into other issues that need immecat and high level attentior. Both disputes have
long histories. The longer the remain unresolved, the greater the risks they will

unermine the view that Wrules and disciplines are key to more open global
trade in agriculture. While we do not underestimate the seriousness and complexity
of these disutes, we urge the U.S. and the EU to negotiate with the Intent of find-
ing outcomes tht are mutually acceptable and WTO consistent as soon as possible.

BIOTECHNOLOGY REGULATION

More than 50 percent of U.S. soybean acreage will be planted with genetically
modified varieties in 1999, up from 30 percent in 1998 and 13 percent in 1997. The
U.S. oilseeds industry has been quick to adopt biotechnology because of the benefits
it brings for producers, consumers and the environment.

One of the reasons the United States is the world leader in the development and
commercialization of agricultural biotechnology products is that we have an effective
and efficient regulatory system that enjoys te trust of consumers. Unfortunately,
this is not the case in many other countries of the world, including the EU.

Since 35 percent of the soybeans exprted from the United States lare exported
to the European Union, it is vital to U.S. soybean producers and processors that the
genetically modified varieties we grow here are approved in the 9U. Once a geneti-

cly Modfe soybean variety is planted in a field in Iowa or Illinois, it is virtually
mpsible to keep it out of the export stream. Genetically modified varieties that
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are not approved in our overseas markets cannot be segregated from those that are
approved and fr-om conventional varieties.

Unfortunately, the regulatory approval poesin the EU is slow and unpredict-
able. The problem from our perspective is that political considerations have been al-
lowed to oVerwhelm sound science in the decision making process. The result is that
new genetically modified varieties cannot be marketed ini the United States without
seriously threatening exports to our top market.

EUY labeling requirements for foods and food ingredients produced from genetically
modified crops also pose a potential threat to U.S. export.. Under the guise of theT0consure right to -kow," the EU is attempting to establish labeling requirement.
for soybean product. and corn products derived from genetically modifed crops. Un-
certainty about the final rules is adding to the concerns about their possible adverse
effect. on trade. Some food companies in Europe are already acting on their fears
that product. labeled as containing genetically modified organisms will be unaccept-
able to consumers. These companies are shifting sourcing to countries that have not
approved OMO soybeans or avoiding soybeans all together in order to guarantee
that ingredient. are GMO-free. U.S. soybeans and product. derived from soybeans
are in danger of being transformed from product. valued for their high quality and
beneficial nutritional characteristics to pr-oduct. to be avoided in the manufacturer

Nof has encourage the Administration to make resolution of these problems
one of it. highest priorities. If the EUY approval system does not function in an em.li
dient, timely, and transparent manner, trade problems will be unavoidable. The svs-
tem should operate in such a manner that IIthere are serious, scientifically vaId
concerns about the safety of a new genetically modified crop variety those concerns
can be addressed before the product is commercialized in the Unted States. We
need to reinforce that regulatory approval decisions should be made solely on the
basis of sound science. If there are no such concerns, approvals should be granted
expeditiously so that once a product is commercialize n the United States pro-
ducers, processors, and exporters can be assured that it will be accepted in the WE

EU AGENDA 2000

The EU has reached agreement on Aenda 2000, it. second reform of the Common
Agricultural Policy since 1992. The EU has made progress In liberalizing it. grains
and oilseed policies and Agenda 2000 further advance progress in reform. The
EU has said that in implementing Agenda 2000, it Intends to reset it. commit-
ment. under the Blair Hlouse Agreement (BHA). The BHA resolved the dispute be-
tween the U.S. and EU on the EU's oillseds support regime after two WTO panels-
ruled against the EU. Under the BHAI crop-specific support (per hectare payment.)
were continued but the effect on EU oilseed production is limited by strict controls
on area planted to oilseeds and severe payment penalties if area limit. are exceeded.
Agenda 2000 will lower the oilseed payment and harmonize it with the compensa-
tion payment. for grains.

it Is important to understand that the BHA is bound in the EUs WTO schedule
of concessions. Moreover, the rights of the US and other WTO Members are based
on the competitive relationship between domestic and imported olseeds established
by the combination of the zero tariff binding and the domestic support regime for
oilseeds defined in the BHA. Since the support regime in the BHA is a bound com-
mitment, any change to that commitment would be subject to review in the WTO.
Short of implementing a fully decoupled support regime for EU oilseeds, Agenda
2000 or other policy changes would not absolve the EU from it. bound WTO commit-
ment. The WTO commitment prohibit. the EU from increasing the level of support
for oilseeds. We encourage the U.S. to insist that any changes in EU policy do not
nullify nor Impair the benefit. provided by the BHA.

1999 V/TO NEGOTIATIONS

The 1999 WTO Negotiations is the best opportunity for the U.S. agriculture to
achieve more open and frer global market.. For te .S. oilseeds and oilseed prod-
uct. industry, the 1999 WTO Negotiations is the only avenue to achieve our trade
policy objectives. We have advanced the concept of the Level Playing Field for Oil-
seeds and Oilseed Product. (LPF) domestically and internationally, including discus-
sions with EUY oilseed producers and processors. LPF objectives cover the broad
range of the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture-market access, export sub-
sidies, and domestic support, as well as areas outside the Agreement such as state
trading enterprises and differential export taxes. The general objective of the LPF
is the global elimination of all trade-distorting practices in oilseeds and oilseed prod-
uct.. Our specific LPF objectives are:
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1. The largest possible reductions in individual oiliseeds and oilseed product tariffs
with eventual eliminaton of all taiffs on oilseeds and oiseed products;

2. Harmonization at the lowest possible level of all tariffs on oilseeds and oilseed
products;*

3. Elimination of export subsidies;
4. Elimination of differential export taxes and other trade-distorting measures;

lins n export credits and export financing; and,
6: 'M Z~e~noof coupled domestic support (support tied directly to production)

that distorts trade.
We believe that the reduction of barriers to trade in oilseeds and oilseed products

and all agricultural products is the only way to expand the markets for our highly
productive agriculturalIndustry. The simple fact is that 96 percent of the world's

cnues live outside the U., and In many developing countries the -demand for
food and agricultural products Is growing as Income and population increase.

- To father advance freer and more open global trade in agricultural products, be-
yond the Uuuy Round Agrement on Agriculture, will require the cooperation of
our major trading partners, especially the EU. The EU is the primary user of export
subsidies in today's global market and therefore is likely to oppose the immediate
elimination of export subsidies. However, there are other common areas of interest
to the L.S. and EU including:

0 Improving WTO disciplines through changes in Article 12 of the Uruguay
Round Agreement on Agriculture to impose penalties on exporting countries i
they prohibit or restrict exports-this would provide more protection to food-im-
porti ni developing countries;

0REstablishing MIT rules for developing countries to graduate to full VITO obli-
gations using objective economic indicators such as per capita GDP;

o Establishing effective disciplines on the trade-distorting practices 'of state trad-
ing enterprises and making their operations transparent.

Another key area of common interest to the U.S. and the EU is domestic support.
The Uruguay Round Agreement on Agrculture required reductions in coupled sup-
port-support tied to production; established the "blue box" of plicies not subject to
reduction including former U.S. deficiency payments and EU compensatory pay-
ments to producers of grains and oilseeds; and established "green box" (decoupled
from production) programs exempt from reduction if they met certain criteria that
made them non trade distorting.

The LPF calls for eliminating all coupled support and encourages countries to
move toward green box policies.-We believe that it is very important to refine green
box criteria for decoupled support in a way that they are practical fror public policy.
Green box criteria wil permit countries to pursue "multi fuinctionality." This the
concept that domestic programs have more objectives than supporting arm income.
NOPA supports the concept that domestic farm policies can have a number of objec-
tives as long~ as they do not distort production and trade. Additional disciplines on
blue box policies would help transition countries toward fully decoupled policies. The
point is that it is difficult for countries to make an immediate direct change from
coupled to decoupled policies and they may need a transition period for this trans-
formation . The EU's movement toward adoption of Agenda 2000 and revised pay-
ments for grains and oilseeds, which while not fuly decoupled and therefore subject
to VITO reductions, are a movement in that direction. It is in the interest of the
U.S. and our industry to encourage the movement toward decoupled policies and we
should support language in the VITO that permits that transition.

CHINESE ACCESSION TO THE V/TO

NOPA is also a member of the American Oilseed Coalition (AO) which includes
the American Soybean Association, National Cottonseed Products Association, Na-
tional Sunflower Association, and the U.S. Canola Association. The VITO accession
negotiations with China are a to p priority for the AO. Accession to the VITO would
bring the discipline of the VITO's trade rules to one of the largest players in the
world market or oisweed and products. It would also lock in trade liberalizing re-
forms undertaken unilaterally by China in recent years. Because of China's influ-
ence on the world market, it is important to the U.S. oilseeds and oilseed products
industry that the terms of China's accession not only provide a fair deal for the U.S.

idsrbut that they are consistent with our trade liberalization objectives for the
1999 WTO negotiations.

The AOC's overriding objective for the accession negotiations is greater and more
equitable access to the Chinese market for oilseeds and oilseed products. The core
elements of such improved access are tariff-rate quota (TRQ) size and growth, tariff
reduction and harmonization over time, eiintion or equalization of value added
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taxes (VATs), and no retrogression from the present terms of trade. The accession
agreement with China must imp rove upon present terms of trade to have the U.S.
oilseed industry's support. While U.S. exports of' oilseeds and oilseed products to
China have grown under the existing terms of trade, China could at any time raise
tariffs or impose quotas to restrict trade. The lack of enforceable disciplines over
China's import barriers creates uncertainties in the market that are of great con-
cern to U.S. exporters. Membership in the WTO would eliminate these uncertainties
and provide for a much more stable trading environment.

The key to achieving the LPF initiative Is harmonized treatment for all oilseeds
and oilseed products. In terms of China's WTO accession negotiations, this means
all oilseeds and oilseed products from all countries should be treated similarly, and
in no case should the terms of trade decline from the current situation as a result
of accession. The AOC position on China's WTO accession was carefully crafted to
achieve these objectives, bearing in mind that any deviation from the course of even-
tual liberalization through the LPF initiative would create obstacles to success in
the 1999 negotiations. Consequently, in the negotiations with the Chinese on acces-
sion, the oilseeds and oilseed products complex must be treated in a comprehensive
manner consistent with the AO0C position.

China's accession to the WTO should be viewed as the beginning of agricultural
trade reform in China, just as other countries began the reform process In the Uru-
guay Round. WTO negotiations on continuing the Uruguay Round reforms will com-
mence at the end of this year. China should be prepared to play a full and active
part in the 1999 negotiations once it becomes a WTO member. The terms of the ac-
cession agreement will establish the base from which China will undertake further
trade liberalization based on the outcome of the 1999 negotiations. This is why it
is ~Imperative for the accession agreement to be fully consistent with the commit-
ments WTO members undertook in the Uruguay Round. The transition period for
China's accession commitments should be no more than 6 years. China should be
allowed no exemptions from the existing V/TO rules. The overarching relationship
between China's accession agreement and the WTO rules is just as important to
long-term U.S. economic interests in China as the specific commitments on market
access, export subsidies and other issues that will be Included in the accession
agreement.

China's rapid economic growth has been advantageous to U.S. exports of oilseeds
and oilseed roducts. Rising incomes have fueled demand for oilseeds and oilseed
products bot~ directly and indirectly. Vegetable oil consumption has increased by
nearly 9 percent since 1996. Consumption of oilseed meals, driven by increased de-
mand for meat and poultry products, has increased by more than 13 percent in the
same period. Despite the current economic problems in China and elsewhere in
Asia, in the long-term these growth trends are expected to continue.

China is a net importer of oilseeds (net 2.6 million metric tons), oilseed meals (net
4.4 million metric tons) and vegetable oils (net 3.3 million metric tons). Further-
more, Chinese production of oilseeds and products is unlikely to keep pace with the
increase in demand. Consequently, China can be expected to continue to rely on im-
ports to satisfy its goingr demand for oilseeds and oilseed products.

As we have experence Twith Japan, the EU, and other countries, import depend-
ence does not ensure that a country will not attempt to resTrict imports. Short-term
market conditions, trade policy considerations, or domestic political concerns could
all lead a country to restrict imports. The V/TO rules would p lace severe restraints
on China's ability to resort to import protection to resolve such short-term problcmns.
China's accession to the V/TO, under the terms of a strong accession agreement with
no exemptions, would provide a stable trade policy environment for continued
growth in U.S. oilseed and oilseed product exports.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The U.S.-EU trading relationship is of vital economic importance to both. In agri-
cultural trade, there have been disputes, and the latest disputes are bananas and
bovine growth hormones. We believe that these disputes spotlight how disruptive
such issues can become when V/TO panel decisions have not been respected. Ongo-
ing disputes such as these block progress on other trade issues and make it difficult
for the U.S. and EU to work cooperatively to advance global trade liberalization.
There are real opportunities for the U.S. and the EU to work together to make sure
that the 1999 V/TO Negotiations are successful in expanding global markets for oil-
seeds, oilseed products, and other agricultural products.

With respect to China, it is critical that China accedes to the V/TO with no excep-
tions from the rules and disciplines by which~ all members abide. The AOC's over-
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riding objective for the accession negotiations is greater and more equitable access
to the Chinese market for oilseeds and oilseed products.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks. I would be pleased to answer any
questions.

PREPARED STATEMENT oF GREG MASTEL

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, it is a pleasure
to be here to testify on agricultural trade issues with the European Union and
China.

My personal knowledge on this topic relates mostly to China and I will confine
my remarks to trade issues regarding China.InApril, China's Premier Zhu Roni iis scheduled to visit the United States. Ac-
cording to recent statements by senior U.S. officials, a possible centerpiece of the
visit is concluding an agreement to open the way for China to achieve its long
sought goal of joining th - World Trade Organization (WTO).

Such an achievement ,c . i doubtlessly boost Zhu's status at home and, with the
proper transition arrangements, WTO membership for China could be a major step
toward real economic reform. Unfortunately, a last minute political deal aimed at
creating a summit success is far more likely to be a big step in the wrong direction.

F or China, WTO membership would mean new international recognition and a
large measure of protection from the threat of trade sanctions by the United States
or other countries. For the Uited States, a China that truly abides by WTO rules,
would be a much better trade partner. Beyond that, bringing China into the WTO
could be a significant foreign policy achievement for the Clinton administration.

To this point, however it is China that has stood in the way of it. own WTO
membership. China has been unprepared to commit itself to observing WTO dis-
cipline. Beyond that, there are serious questions as to whether China is truly will-
ing and able to observe WTO rules.

There is reason for concern that the Clinton administration may, in it. enthu-
siasm to conclude a deal in time for Zhu's visit, weaken the requirement. for Chi-
na's WTO membership. This would be a serious mistake that threatens to under-
mine both U.S. economic interest. and the integrity of the WTO as a policeman of
world trade.

To appreciate the complexity of the task of integrating China into the World
Trade Organization it is important to understand the WTO. The WTO is not merely
a club of trading countries; it is a sweeping and specific set of rules on matters, such
as subsidies, tariffs, and protection of intellectual property. In essence, the WTO is
a set of rules on how to conduct a market economy.

The central problem is that China has neither a rules based country, nor a true
market economy. The former head of the Chinese Peoples' Conrss is fond of say-
ing, "China is a country of strong leaders, not strong laws." This lack of a rule of
law has a direct impact on U.S. concerns ranging from human r.ght. to trade.

The United States has concluded a number of bilateral tradle agreement. with
China on matters ranging from intellectual property protection to market access.
Unfortunately, China has not fully complied with most of these agreement.. In some
cases, Chinese ministries have endorsed policy plans that directly violate these
agreement. by, for example, pursuing policies aimed at reducing import. through
import substitution.

Ithe agrcultural sector, China has consistently refused to limit its sanitary and
phytosanitary restrictions on agrcultural imports to those based on "sound science"
as it pledged to do in 1992. This has adversely affected U.S. agricultural exports

-ranp from citrus fruit to wheat.
Chna ignores relatively straightforward agreements on matters, such as agri-

culture and intellectual property protection, is it realistic to assume that a complex
multilateral agreement on services, investment, and other matters will be obeyed?

In a society in which policies are often set by informal, unpublished Ministry deci-
sions, how could complaint. about Chinese trade practices be proven befre a WTO
dispute settlement panel?

Given that China has frequently Ignored and even threatened to sanction coun-
tries that try to enforce multilateral agreements on human rights, is it realistic to
assume they will comply with an adverse WTO decision even if one is reached?

Historically the United States has had some success in influencing Chinese trade
behavior by threatening trade sanctions. As China is much aware, membership in
the WTO would greatly inhibit U.S. ability to impose unilateral sanctions. It may
be that Zhu and his folly owers are able to bring China further down the path to mar-



ket economics and that WTO membership could help to influence China in this di-
rection.

It is at least equally possible, however, that a recession or change in Chinese lead-
ership will move China toward increased protectionism and that it would use WTO
membership to shield itself from the threat or trade sanctions.

Further, China's WTO accession would have sweeping implications. The agree-
ment struck with China would immediately form the template for similar agre-
ments with other countries seeking WTO membership, notably Russia. And if the
VITO proved unable to police China, the credibility of the WTO as a trade policeman
would be greatly undermined. The end result may even be destruction of the WTO
and an increase in global protectionism.

It may be possible to overcome these problems and mar China with the VITO
by creating a transition period during which China phased in WTO discipline. In
order to enforce WTO provisions, the United States should retain the right to im-
pose unilateral sanctions during the transition. Quantitative targets for China's im-
ports from VITO members and a special annual review process to judge China's
progress would also make an agreement more enforceable.

But such a transition mechanism could only be forged through long, hard negotia-
tions. A quick political deuil in time for and April meeting is much more likely to
set back the cause of market reform and free trade in China, harm U.S. interests,
and undermine the world trading system.

Mr. Chairman, I ask permission to include a longer article by me on this subject
from the Weekly Standard in the hearing record.
Attachment.
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The Chi~na Trade
Membership in the World 7Wae Organization won't liberalize
Being unless Ameri=a insists on compliance with the rules.

Tlh fight oveor the permit extension ofis likely to be one of the hardet. fought
congressi9 ona ate of MOO. Last Weak
the adminstrionlaunched a hoghprofile

campain In aor of MPC for Chins labor i vigorously
uteriUg. But (for9allthe lofty rheori, st irs corethe

issue is the prosaic one of the merits of the agreement
neodrted between Washiapo and Beijing last Nor=-.
bar, setting out the terms (oe Chine a.acssion to the
Wor.d 7Va Oposution.

If this agreement is sound andenforcable, it is likey
to encourage reform in China and vindicate a policy of
engagement. I t is faulty ortsimply ubmeoceable, It Is
unlikely to spur positive change. Thus, before elwcton.
year bombast swamps the discuasion, It Is important to
reach a sober evaluation of the proposed agreement and
of42hIz's reord of compliace with recent trade deals.

I NleFTO AcceuiessApwn Iae aemts are
by tture compromises, and this one Is no exception.
Unquestionably, some provisions could be improved.
Chinese tariffs could be lowavd beyondthei 1 percent
Beijing has speaed to. Foreign telecommunications brans
and banks could be granted more leeway to operte in
China. Subsequent negotiations between Chinaend other
VIO members ay improve the :etu on these and40th.
issues.

On poxe, however, the Noveenbet deal has quite a lot
to recommend it. China does agree to significant taiff
cuts It ptoises substantial new market access for api.
1ulnal products. Anid it a"sume U.S. banks and insur.
ance firms Rnsidetably increaed acces to Cinese con-

Already, bowever, Chins press report indicate that
Beijing may not plan to NU the agriculrd slProvisions
of the agrement.It issafamdiiarsong. An examintion of
the four :ecet major trade deals she United States has

G'r, VWW rdi4wmorrAe GlbW '&r~wk Poliy h"jat' Ow
NmVw,

4.merimi j~jLkd I

strack with China shows 0h0t compliance is a Chromte

I Insdlrt(e J prs>, 1992. On# of the besi-knowa
agreements between the United States anid Chins asms to
protect patented copyighted, and tradermazted materal.
The United Stes has souglit improvement in this arm
kmn Cbina for many years. After thrcatenings snctions,
the B ainiseranion conyieced Chin to undeake a
sweeping update of its laws, which brought China's inrd
leccal popetty protection rFast largely Into conformi.
ty with Wetern norms.

But thewe legal changes ha little discernible effect.
Chinese Piracyr of music COrdicp, computer propA$
and fils grew at an alarming rare at least through the
ml190. Movies and computer preview made by Chi.
Dee pirates turnd up as far away as Canadsa ad Easserti
Europe.

After trying to address maters throughrquetcoonlita.
tdons, the Clintoo administration threatened to impose
trade sancuoan MI99. As the deadline ipproarcd, Chi.
nagrpeed to step up enforcement. A year later, however,
little bad impreved. Once &In" the Clinitoa admlnsra*
tioc threatened sanctions. After much complaint, tbe
Chiate seced to a far more spaeic enforcement regime.

Under consistent pressure from the United States, Chi-
a has repguly produced records of pirate operations it
baa shut down anid invited the press to watch stearmollers
crushi pirated CDs. Although these ac:i.oos show some
effort :o attack pirac they als prove that it continues.
Despite tke limited success of American efforts, the
affected U.S. industries estimate that their losses to pisacy
today re greater than they were when the subject of
enforcement was raised in 1"5.

Two points rlatitig to enforcement warrant fuither
atieaJOn.

It is etrfecstly clear that the families ofleading Ch~asese
officias, provincial leaders, and even the Chinese tail;
mazy have bee involved in the piracy of isitellectlal prop.
erty. Pirates reportedly set up facilities to make illeoa
CD% fbc example, on "i'epe Liberatior. Army bases, as
a means of evading internal security police charged uritl
shutting down pirate operations. The theft of intellectua

T~r: W '2~vTsL3:?
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ptopent in other worM, has not been solely the province
Of strut level criminals. Emma of the Chinese gover.

Second. accdiag to finthend reports, government
minisries souloey We py o apiaee softw 1ar
their M&e Cuines officials promaed to adUes "hi mst.
ter 199IM, MO6 sad Mard M99. The penseate ofiLle.
Sal opying by government minostries calls into question
the sincerity of ChiaN a gs o itmeat to protew intelleti.
&I popery,

Both %.It private sector and the Clitou adminasiu
have made enforcement of "ha aeement a priority jor
the better paut of a decade Yeta Wing violtogs rain.
Wert it not for the blgh-lesV Americuaneforcemnt
effort thart Is no reason to beLiev "ht China would have
mde ms4eh effort to keep the promises it made in 1992

1 Mulsnj Azcen 1992. Unlforawdy o"he tade apec.
ments have not beneit from t owws hlhlevel com.
aliment to enforcement. The sweeping agreement on
market access struck with China in 19M Is a case in
pain?.'

Through the early 1P90s China followed ont
unabashedly protectionist policy excluding may foreign
products with trade barriers. Threatening sanctions imi.
lar to those used lstes on intolletal property, the lBsh
admninisttrtion sucicesshilly negotited isproved market
acces for U.S. exports.

In its latest repo.'t on the sobiece, the Qliaton a6min.
istration states that China bas "generally" fulfilled Its
commitments. On some of the easily verifiable points,
like elimination of foral barrers end lowering of tariffs,
Chins does seem to hav* implementedl the agreement. 1.0
other areas, howmewer, there have beet obviou problems
Only three will be discussed here.

First, China agred in 1M9 to eli minate iusporr-substl.
tution polices. In the past, economic planners had devel-
oped strategies for replacingS particla imports used in
the mantaftnre of automobiles, phaurraceuticais, power
generating equipment, electronics, and so forth, with
domestic products. Time sod tume agaia, the Chinesec
government bas ignoed th" commtment

China also Agreed to phase out import lienacs and not
to raise new barr iers. Shortly after phasing out import
licecses, hotever, Chica announced new import nrWv
do# :equiremenrs for many of the products previously
covered by licenses. And a uwber of other new barrers
on prodo uce iging from ciectricity-generatlng equip-
meat to pharmaceuticals have sprng up.

Final China agreed to make public all its laws and
trulations relevan, to foreign trade-. mnalor chag. As
a result, many trade directives ae now publicly available.
Yet, this elementary provision ha not been implemeted

InsI ntmbe ocatess, incuding ormat promcureet
regalatons,

These are unambiguous violtin of the M99 market.
aSs= ePsemn It Is diflft to etmdaAW OheS economy*
le impftoene Washington haa omeally noted them ove
a number of years und Uaing has offered neither denaW
aot explanation.

One obstacle to puessung thes matters, Clin104
admisIstration trade officials argue, is that other U.S
government sendie have oAhe priorites, and may pri.
vate companies oppos trade Sanctions that could com-
promise their b Dus !n Chiae. If. however, agency
indifterece and private sector grumbling are suffict
to halt enforcet, It Is doubtful tht u" trade apre.
meat# particulary with a country willing to Intimidate
U.S. companies, will evee be enforced.

1 I .We unshipmusL For decades, trade in texts
and apparel has bn governed by the Muiti.Piber Agree.
meat. Under the MPA, importers and exporters of tes.
tiles ngotiate What amount to quotas on textile imports
on.a bilateas basis. As the word's iwpst teecalea xorer
ad the Vwrd's larst texie imporer, respectiy Chi-

on aed th Unite States concluded a number of bilateral
MFA agreements.

For some yewrs, there have bee n reor of "transship.
meat' of tectiles and apparel by Chinese entitles: Chinese
companies label textiles made In China a having or*.i
noted elsewhere vsually Hong Kong or Macao, to avoid
MFA limits. Because transshipment Is illega, accurate
fiure ame not available, but a past U.S. Customs cornmis.
aboner estimated that transshipmen: from Chine into the
U.S. market amounted to about $2 billion annually. A
more rFcInt U.S. Customs study noted that Chinese to-*
tie export worth as much a 10 billion were not offi.
dlaily accounted for, and much of this undouhtedly found
its way inro the U.S. market.

The Cusoms Service has undertaken a number of
enforcement efforts, including reducing Chsin's official
MPA quotas a a penalty for traansimeat. In 1997, Chi.
no and the United Sts reached, a four-year textile trade
agemenat that, among other things, strengtheed penal.
ties and reduced quotas in 14 apparel end fabric cste.
goria where there had been repeated, instasaces of trans.
shipment. Nevertheless, in May 1MS5 the U.S. trad rep-
resentatve and U.S. Customa brought en action against
China uodcer the agreement, imposing S5 million in
charges on textiles illegally transshipped.

Each year, a list of companies involved in transship.
ment is released. On the most recent list, 23 of the 26
company assessed penalties for illegal transshipment
%ere from China, Hong Kong, or Macen. Despite such
enforcement efforts Chins continues to ignore the MFA-

&I a %el.- L IMI
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I Prim l~vm Ckhaantezamaie system of phsoa
Work am" wPs ht dM sprodura ing from pure

toolIsa"d MWAhiy. Ohmenprimonworkfoce. arm
lasw to pOnvtoA imato nuebleofamdcuu, valow
products.Utdat a 1930s U.S. law it Illegal to kaport
into the United Ststes anywosn mad" with prison or
bored Laor

Ovar the years i hs betn alleged that a number of
Imports 60o0 China Violated "hIMa. 19M4 the Bush
adalsavdon coarkhded a bawuls pomn to halt the
erior at oods made nwbthorced labor and to bold Pori.
od& coasatatlons between customs offcialsfrom both
Country

Despite the areato adocacy psa hav dWced
esm "c tatvaiousChins..compAiesMwotlollto the
United States are Involvod La prison labor commerce,
produm s mud with primonlabor have bein Impored into
the United Stares and Chinese co..iaeme propar" to
exorot rich products to the United State

Bow. isb ard todistinguishgods madebyprison
14abo fu othersit&as impossible to credibly esut te
%in of the problem. However, the State Department'.
most1 trecn eport oa Human Righ t OWan&fWn
that Chines e auOA under the IPYZ aeement bad
been 4"dequat to and that when complaints were
brought by the U'nited States, "che IMinistry of justice
refused the request, gnred it% or simpy denied the elk.-
ptiou made without fisther elaboauon" The report
also or that Chinese officials have attempted undaal
ly to define Chinese work cump as not covered by the
1M9 agrement-ainunpmaulonat Madeathe are

TWreiew of the evidence shows ctthere have beon
serious enforcement problems with every recent

trade agemetWith China. tn some Case., the agree-
meots produced improvements in Chines trade prscuces,
but Bijln~s implementation still (Oelifa short of the le-
ter sad spirit of these poets Without the etensive U.S.
enforcement effort on intellectual propcn% Utit of the
prpw thea has bee made would have vowe about.

Chinas defenders often cld" that its reord is co
worse d tha c of othe coutries. Cainly, a number of
U.S. trading parxuers appear to have chested on trade
agreements Over the yam Japan is most often cited.

It Is difficult, however, to find another trading parter
whose compliance with every sinifcant trade agreement
hos bow so deficient. Fumbzrtemo difficult go beyond
Ch ins ernoring of provisions offensive to Impor-
tant domestic conaiuencie.. As Chinese lenders them.-
selvs coacede4 China lacks the rMe oflaw. In the trade

ane atis GMM n"tatit Is difficult or impossible fIrBel-
flag to direc policy choae that actualy blad Chine'
divem mnisries, acum wned enterprise., end ptoviacial
govsrnenbs.

Unfortunately, the World Trae OgAalaaion is no
magical solution. Indeed the WTO iftelf is a awbaad
institution. It is unlear tha it will be abe to police a
county that perstes without a sabhle, rcliable legal sys-

em. Dade policies in China are often MSde in aecrt, lev.
Ing no paper trail. It may be inapossiblseven to docunt
the alatence of objectionable Chinea trade practices,
much les win WTO rulings against them.

To some, enforcement may aem a ide laaw. But none
ofthe besefta ascribed to China'saccession to the WMO
wil be achieved without it. If China Simply ignore the
teamS Of the WTO, as It Wbaa taentO, no1 only
wall te benefits vnish, buat lung damegs will be doe to
the credbilty of the WTOL

Purthermore, no one knows how long China will be
governed by relatively reioru-nunded laadenGiOlvash
unceutaintes of Chinese politics, a regime led by the mill
tary or hardline lements could easily emerge Such a
regime would pote enormous challenges for WTO
enoeet u wellas on many Other fronts.

In fact.Cia'. membership In the WTO will help
refortsers like Zhu Roiu only if it entails compliance.
Thus, an eneretic effortto enforce tOe WTO in China s
the but contribution the United State. could make to the
cause of reform. But Americon performance in this area
inspires no confidence.

In tight of Wasbington's wak sod unpedctable pat.
tern of enforcement and China's poor record of coanpli-
ance, Congress should construct a vigorous enforcement
proceure This could take the form of annual review
with a direct role for Congress, bocked up by the promise
of trade sanctons. Such a mechanism should be made a
quid Pro quo for Permanent moer-ievored-nerion trading
status for China. Without i4, theme are good prounds to
doubt that enfor cat of the VFO will bee& priority (o
the United States.

In the coming months, this issw will be discussed insa
highly politicized atmosphere. But outrcrelaonsbip with
China wililasut beyond next fl's election. Even If, us
seems likely, China lins the WTO this yesr, bringing it
into compliance with the WaOs provisions will take
decades. Success will require the vigilance of Congresses
a=d administrations for many ycars to comet. f f" aiCn-
peas andtis administration can build a sturdy frame.
work for attending to these important issues# they will
Perform a great seivice to flaws. Cogres$s future presl.
denr*, the cause of reform in China, and America as a
Whole.4

T.a Wwox S-.Ao JW!29

PREPARED STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR PETER L. ScIIE5

Mr. Chairman, members of' the Subcommittee, it is a pleasure to appear before
you this morning with Under Secretary Eizenstat and Under Secretary Schumacher
to discuss the Administrations efforts to provide greater access for U.S. agricultural
exports in two key markets: China and the European Union (EU).

A you know, f returned Just last week from China-mny second trip to China in
three weeks-where we were engaged in intensive negotiations over the agriculture-
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portion of China's effort to Join the World Trade Oranization, and I will be pleasedto give you an update on these negotiations. IwilasupteheSbomte
on the biotechnology issue and our trade with the EU. ~ teteChina and the EU are markets that are absolutely critical to the future of U.S.agriculture. The EU is our third la eat regional export market and China (includ-igHonk Kong) holds the number four position. Combined agricultural exports tothese two markets last year were $12.5 billion, or just over one-fifth of the valueof total U.8. agricultural, fish and forestry export.

Market access issues are critical for both countries. China's market potential isvast. We are seeking substantial improvements in market access as part of the WTOaccession negotiations. While the EU market is more mature and developed thanChina's. market access remains an important concern. The Eves Common Agricul-tural Policy is an impediment to U.S. farm exports, and other U.S. agricultural comn-modities, such as beef and genetically engineered products, face considerable bar-riers to access into the EU.
%. INTEGRATING CHINA INTO THlE WORLD ECONOMY

Six years ago, in his remarks to the first APEC Leaders Meeting in Seattle, Presi-dent Clinton spoke of a Pacific Community that would grow in the next century andfulfill the hopes of the region's people--(or prosperity' for education and scientificprogress; for health, environmental quality and the dgniy of work; for the quest
(or y ace.

China is an integral part of the President's vision a vision that greatly benefitsU.S. agriculture. A China that is a full, commeria member of the internationaltrading community means a market of greater opportunity for U.S. agriculture.China is already the world's largest importer of soybean meal and soybean oil,and the U.S. had record or near-record sales of both commodities to China last year.China is also the world's largest producer and consumer of most meat product.. Buttrade accounts for a very small share of the livestock economy. Government policieshave severely limited the exposure to world markets. In the past decade, a strategyof grain self-sufficiency limited the growth of domestic livestock production, whilea strategy of meat self-sufficiency restricted imports of livestock products. Clearly,U.S. agriculture can benefit from more open grain and livestock markets In China.Just as the Pacific community cannot prosper without a growing, deregulatedJapan neither can it reach its full potential without an open and integrated China.Consider how damaging was China's economic isolation in the 1950's and 1960's.For nearly forty years, China's economy was almost entirely divorced from the out-side world. The consequent loss of foreign markets and investment impoverishedChina at home, and meant that Asia's largest nation had little stake in prosperityand stability. Every Pacific nation felt the consequences not only in economics andtrade but in peace and security.
With a continuing commitment to reform within China this has begun to change.The next century may see a China more fully integfrate into the modern world. AChina that helps ensure peace and security and a China that plays its rightful partin building prosperity for its own people and its neighbors. Together with the inte-gration of-Russia, this is an opportnty which means as much for the next centuryas the return of Germany and Japan to the world economy meant for the postwar

era.
Very high formal and informal trade barriers are a consequence of -China's posi-

tio ousie o te wrl trdig system. For example, It agrcultural standards arebased on bureaucratic flat rather than science, and monopoly state trading enter-prises can maiulate a cultural imports despite strong internal demand. Like-wise, China'sneighborsave onl y limited access to an economy which could be an
engine of growth today and in the future.

China's membership in the WTO, on commercially meaningful grounds, is in ourinterest and in China s. Broadly speaking WTO principles-transparency, openness,public and enforceable commitments-wI help Chinas goernment strengte. h
rule of law and create sustainable long-term growth. And the specific market access

andothr rfors TO ccesio squires from China are no less than what other
WTO member--Including many of the least developed countries--have already
done.

LeAt me now addre specifically my talks, and those of Ambassador Barshefsky,
with Chinese officials on greater integration of China into the world trading system.We are beginning to see some progress in our negotiations on WTO accession, in-cludin in the agiulua sector. Two weeks ago Ambassador Barshefsky met with
China a senior leadership and those responsi or WOaccession. During those..meetings, China demonstrte a greater appreciation of what conatitutrta r~nmyn~r.
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- daily meanlngftl agreement (or the United States and in particular, for our api.cultural sector. While I cannot gt into the detal" of those ongoing negotiations,clearly, China now understands tht market access for agricultural products is es-sentia for any WWO accession agreement. Much more remains to be accomplished-in agriculture, for industrial products and in services. But we are now engaged Ina more substantial negotiation where b;; details have been and will be critical.As part of these negotiations, I met last week with Chinese officials to discusshow to resolve some of the longstanding bilateral sanitary and phytosanitary issuesaffctng our citrus, wheat, and meat exports. As many of you know, we have beentrying to resolve these nettlesome Issues for many years. We have repeatedly em-phsfed that we cannot conclude a WTO accession package witth%:ut resolution ofths specific sanitary and phtsaniar barriers to our exports. Achieving marketaccess and reductions in tariffs are meaningless if we have not eliminated thesesanitary and phuitr restrictions.

While we nave not resolved these outstanding issues, we have made more -p regress in the last few weeks that in the last several years. But we are still farfrom reaching what you and our agricultural groups would consider adequate. Forexample, for wheat, the current ban on imports fr-om the Pacific Northwest mustbe fiuy removed so that we can ship wheat from that region to China. For citrus,we must work out a protocol and work plan so that we can legally ship citrus toChina. As many of you know from your trips to China, our citrus products can befound in nearly every food store and stll in China, largely the result of smuggling.For meat, the United States has one of the best meat inspection systems in theworld which should be the basis on which China should be able to allow importsof U.S. meats, as other countries do.Our negotiators are continuing to work to resolve these issues. We will continueto be clear and resolute about all of thb requirements China must meet in orderfor it to join in the world trading community.
THE PROMISE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

Mr. Chairman, I know that you and members of the Subcommittee arm also keenlyfoloing developments in Europe concerning genetically modified organisms orGM'.The future role of biotechnology in wn agrcultural trade as well as thefate of hundreds of millions of dollars n U.S. exports may well rest on how we andthe EU address this issue.
Not since the Green Revolution of the 1960's when high-yielding wheat and ricevarieties were developed that increased harvests in Asia by 2, 5 and even 10 foldhave technological advances had the potential to so affect world agricultural trade.Agricultural products produced with biotechnology hold tremendous promise for U.S.and global food producers and consumers. Biotechnology holds the key to achieving,global food security, establishing sustainable agricultural sectors in developing coun-'tries, meeting environmental concerns, and helping U.S. farmers and ranchersmaxmie market returns.
But along with these opportunities we also face major challenges. While bio-technology is generally accepted by consumers and governments in many overseasmarkets, there is tremendous resistance In Europe from, consumers who fear for thesafety of their food, and from governments that fuve turned away from scientificprinciples in evaluating biotechniology
We of course respect any countr'~ r ight to high standards for food safety and en-vironmental protection; we also reserve that right to maintain the safety of the U.S.food supply and the environment. We support the right of countries to maintain acredible domestic regulatory structure with food safety standards that are trans-parent, based on scientific principles, and provide for a clear system of governmentoversight process in a timely fashion for the products of biotechnology. Such a struc-ture is critical for the acceptance of these products in the global marketplace. Butwe must ensure that consumer and policy debate about the safety and benefits ofbiotechnology is one based on scientifi principles and not fear and protectionism.

THE CHALLENGE OF EUROPE
Many of our trading partners recognize the benefits of biotechnology, and we aredeveloping increasingy-close ties at the technical level, for example, with Canada,Nonetheless, we face a tremendous challenge in Europe.The EU is still struggling to decide what re atory system to have in place. Un-fortunately, the EU has eprienced. complicatilig factors that have made the whole

re or prcs unsaly difficult. The public lack of confidence in scientificjudgmaets stredwt the outbreak of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) ormad~ diseaewhc undermined public trust In food safety, This lack of trust
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grw as groups opposed to biotech products succeeded in arousing consumer fears,
ringing pressure to bear on European politicians. All this was compounded by the

lack of' an established institutional review process at the EU level that could provide
a better foundation for public assurance and confidence in the safety of' these prod-
ucts.

The abundant scientific evidence on biotechnology makes the problems we are
having with the EU on this issue all the more frustrating. We have repeatedly told
EU officials at the highest levels of' the need for a workable and timely regulatory
system for the products of' biotechnology.

Nor are we are alone in our frustration. The Transatlantic Business Dip.'.ogue--
a group of' U.S. and European businesses-has on more than one occasion expressed
concern over the EU's slow regulatory process and offered recommendations on how
to improve the process. We have also seen concern in Canada over the length of
time it takes for the EU to approve genetically-modified canola varieties.

While we have to date avoidled serious interruptions of' our farm trade with Eu-
rope, most recently last summer following intervention by the President and Vice
President with their counterparts in the French Government, the problem of' an in-
adequate regulatory process remains, and with it the lack of' a solid base from which
to build and maintain consumer confidence in the products of' biotechnology.

We face two compelling and complicated problems in Europe: teeffective collapse
of the EU's regulatory process for new genetically engineered plants and an incom-
plete and unworkable food labeling regulation for foods containing genetically modi-
fied corn and soybeans.

The EU Approval Process. It has been nearly one year since a plant variety pro-
duced through biotechnology has passed through the EU's approval process-c:alled
the 90/220 process. On its face, the 90/220 regulation lays out a specific approval
process for the environmental release of new GMOs. The process begins with ap-
proval in an EU member state, followed by a scientific review at the Community
level in Brussels and concluding with a time-specific period f'or all member states
to raise scientific concerns or questions prior to a vote by all member states.

In practice, the 90/220 process has proven to be susceptible to political inter-
ference, non-transparent and virtually endless in duration. Scientific reviews that
take months in the -United States are measured in years under 90/220. Member
states have increasingly acted outside of' the 90/220 procedures, most recently just
last month when the original sponsoring member state for two GMO varieties of' cot-
ton failed to vote in favor of' fina EU approval because of' concerns outside of the
90/220 process. There is now a significant number of' member states that are effec-
tively unable to participate in the 90/220 process due to a variety of' reasons.

The European Commission recognizes the difficulties with 90/220, and has pro-
posed amendments to improve the process. However it is likely that these amend-
ments will take up to two years or more to be adopted.

Our goal is not to set the rules for the EU, but rather to insist on a process that
is timely, transparent and based on science.

Labeling. We are ilkwise very concerned, as are many U.S. exporters, about EU
regulations adopted this past September which require the labels of foods con-
taining GMO corn or soybeans. These regulations focus on how a fodwas produced
rather than on whether the use of biotechnology has changed its quality, safety or
nutritional composition.

.The costs to producers and consumers of' labeling regulations that are confusing,
impractical and time consuming will be immense as will be the potential for ongo-
ing trade disutes and disruption. Again, we have communicated our position clear-
y and directly to EU officials and als within the WTO where we have presented
detailed written comments to the Committee on TechnicaOl Barriers to Trade.

The European Commission is still fIlling the gaps of' its labeling regulation as re-
tards testing procedures, de minimus levels and product exemptions . We expect the
Commission to publish amendments shortly to the labeling regulation, and we will

workclosely wit U.S. exporters in reviewing these amendments.
It is obvious that U.S. agriculture cannot sit back and wait for a poE*1Uve turn

of events in Europe. Last month the first meeting of the U.S.-EU Biotechnloq~i
Group under the umbrella of' the Transatlantic Economic Partnerhip was hald in
Washigtn. We intend to use the Biotechnology Group to identify and address reg-
ulatory issues that are limiting trade in the agricultural products of' biotechnology.
At the meeting, the United States pro d a pilot project for the simultaneous ap-
plication for environmental approval of'agenetically engieered plant variety in the
United States and an EU member state. Our hope is, of' course, to speed up the ap-
proval process in Europe through increased contacts between reguators. Our po
posal is based on a similar agreement between USDA/APHIS and the Canadian
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Food Inspection Agency. We are awaiting a response from the European Commis-
sion to our proosal.

We also d this meeting to raise our very strong concerns about the general in-
adqucyof the W(~220 process and the aeifc actions takenby some member
states that we believe lie clearly outside of the procedures of ;0/20. Commission
representatives were aware of these concerns, andhave received similar complaints
from the biotechnology industry in Europe. We are hopeful that the Commission will
act to influence member state actions. But we realize that if successful, this will be
only short-term fi and we will continue to push for fundamental improvements

in th e biotechnology regulatorypoes
Our message to theUd I and our other trading partners remains unchanged: we

must focus on scientific principles as the guidepost In guaranteeing food safety.
We also realize that as lon as attention on both sides of the Atlantic is centered

on a plitically-chared dee over food safety and science, we threaten not only
today's bilateral trades levels and the promise of future trade liberalization, but also
the availability of an abundant and safe food supply for a grown .world population.

Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to answer the Subcommitteesa questions at this
time.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF AuousT SCHfUMACHIER, JR.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee it is a pleasure to appear before
you with Ambassador Peter Scher of the U.S. Trade Representative's (USTh) oftie
and Under Secretary of State Stuart Eizenstat to review U.S. trade relations with
the Furopean Union (EU) and China.

EUROPEAN UNION

The 15 countries of the European Union make u!p the world's largest multi-nation
trading lo.With a population of 350 million affluent consumers, it is one of the
world's most important markets. While our relationship with the EU is not without

fritio--ur istoftrade issues with the EU quite extensive-bilateral agrcul-
tural trade between the United States and the -EU averages more than $18 billion
annualfly.

Although the bilateral balance of trade in these products still favors the United
Staesthegapis narrowing. U.S. imports of EU agricultural, fish and forestr

p roducts have risen every year for the past five years with imports totaling $7.9 bi-
lion in5 fiscal year (FY) 1998, up 30 percent from FY 1993. U.S. exports Also have

increased from $8.3 billion in FY 1993 to $10 billion in FY 1998. Soybeans and soy-
bean meal and oil make up nearly a quarter of total U.S. agricultural exprts to
the EU, with sales of $2. 3 billon in FY 1998. Other leading exports includeK feeds
and fodders ($650 million), tree nuts ($644 million), hardwood lumber ($519 million)
and processed fruits and vegetables ($355 million). In contrast, high valued and con-
sumer oriented foods make up 70 percent of U.S. imports of European agricultural
products. Leading the wayi wine and beer with imports of $2.3 billion in FY 1998
followed by cheese and other dairy products ($648 million), snack foods including
chocolate ($830 million) and processed fruits and vegetables ($405 million).

The EU is second only to the United States as an exporter of agricultural, fish-
eries and forest poucts. The Eli's agricultural policy, characterized by high inter-
nal price supports, import restrictions and export subsidies, is a frequent cause of
tension between the United States and the EU.
Agenda 2000

The EU's Common Aoricutural Policy affects every exporting and importing coun-
try - The CAP is dragging us all down. It costs a fortune-some 50 percent of total

expenditures. The C~ has perverse effects on trade, forcing the EU to use ex-
port subsidies to move product overseas and also restrict imports. It presents a
major stumbling block to negotiate the next multilateral trade agreement through
the World Trade Organizatin (WTO).

Just last week, the EU Agicultural Ministers voted on reform of the Common Ag-
ricultural Policy. That vote was a disappointment not only to the United States, but
to all other agrcutural producing nations as well.

The Ministers had an opportunity to make much-needed reforms to their farm
po licy. This disappointing result makes it even more important that we strive for
gnule reform in the upcoming round of multilateral trade negotiations under the

Wht the Ministers agreed upon Is not much more than maintaining the status
quo. For example, it appears there will be no reform of dairy policies for several
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Yoar and intervention price cute are modest at best. The failure to act boldly raises
serious concerns that the EU will continue to use export subsidies to compete un-
fairly in world markets..

At this point in the process, the EU still has the opportunity to embrace a more
market-oriented farm policy. The more market orientation Agnda 2000 brUNgs to
Europe, the better it will serve Europe and the world. ThetUnted States believes
that the key to restoring farm incomes is not maintaining trade-distorting produc-
tion subsidies and the accompanying trade barriers, but creating- productive, com-
petitive farm sectors with access to foreign markets.
Accessions to the EU

We are also following accessions by Central and East European countries to the
EU. While past EU accessions of other countries, such as 13pain, Greece, and Por-
tugal, have been economically brneficial to those countries and contributed to Euro-
pean political and economic stability, we remain concerned that EU enlargement
could limit U.S. trade potential, and we will seek assurance that our farmers will
have continued access to markets in an expanded EU.
EU Restrictions on Beef Imports

Three issues have dominated our discussions with the EU in recent years. I call
these the 'three B's"-beef, biotech, and bananas. EU rules regarding imports of
beef and bananas have been the subject of two very important WTO dispute settle-
ment body decisions which raise a fundamental question: Are nations going to live
by the rules-based system that we agreed to under the Uruguay Round, and which
today is the foundation of our world trading system?

The WTO ruled in favor of the United States-in the original panel decisions and
on appeal-in both the beef hormone case and the dispute over bananas. In the case
of bananas, we disagre as to whether the EU has taken sufficient steps to comply
with the WTO decision. While I will defer to Ambassador Scher and Under Sec
retary Eizenstat on bananas, I would like to give you some background on the beef
issue.

The Uruguay Round Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitaz' Measures estab-
lished new obli gations andpicpes for members of the WTO to ass their sanitary
and phytosanitary measures on science. In maintaining it. unscientific ban, the EU
does nothing to further the objective of protecting public health, but instead under-
mines the 4AO Sanitary and Phytsanitary Agreement and invites other countries
to renege on their international obligations.

U.S. beef is safe. The United States has an extensive regulatory control system
to ensure the proper use of these hormones. The U.S. system includes comprehen-
sive food safety standards that are based on sound, internationally recognzed sci-
entific criteria. The Food and Drug Administration and USDA work together to pro-
vide consumers with a safe* food product by ensuring the proper use of hormones
in cattle.

The United States has approved six hormones for use in fattening cattle. The
three natural hormones estradioll, progesterone, and testosterone) occur naturally
in all humans and in all food animals, and in many daily food product.. The three
synthetic hormones (zeranol, trenbolone acetate, and melengestrol acetate) mimic
the growth promoting effects of the natural hormones. As fattening agents, these
hormones have several economic, health and environmental benefitt: the resulting

-beef is leaner; less feed is needed to produce the same amount of meat;-And animals
produce less waste.

The international community has been studying the use of growth promotant. in
cattle for decades and has concluded that these approved and licensed product. are
safe when used in accordance with good veterinary practice. Both the E1U Lamming
Coitmittee and 1995 EU Conference on Growth Promotant. concluded that there
was no public health risk from consuming beef from hormone-treated animals. All
six approved hormones have been used without negative effect. on public health in
the Ulnited States and many other countries for decades.

The United States is increasingly concerned that the EU shows no visible signs
of taking even the first steps to come into compliance-to remove the ban-and yet
the May 13 deadline for compliance is fast approai-hing. If we are to avoid another
direct confrontation as in the banana case, then the EU must demonstrate soon its
commitment to removing the ban.
EU Biotechnology Approval Process and Labeling

The third issue I mentioned, access for product. derived using modern methods
of biotechnology, has not been addressed in the WTO context, but is equally impor-
tant.
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The world's farmers and ranchers face two difficult challenges at the dawn of the
21st century: first, to grow more food at lower cost, higher quality, and greater vari-
ety than ever before; and second, to produce this abundance on a shrinking natural
resource base amid growing concerns about the effect of agricultural prctices on the
environment. Mlany-countries, including the United States, are working vigorously
on technological Improvements to meet the need for food and fiber in the coming
years.

U.S. Federal regulatory policy recognizes that safety is the paramount concern
with any technology or production process. In 1988, we established a framework for
regulting biotechnology. It is a eygtern designed to carefully evaluate products for
risks to human, animal, and plant health, aud risks to environmental safety. Prod-
uct approvals are grounded in rigorous scientific assessments so that the risks are
addressed before products reach the market.

The U.S. regultory process is an open and public p~roms. The-Federal agencies
responsible for these products have all held open public meetings with scientifc ad-
visory panels when developing their overall framework and when reviewing specific
products. Each agency maintains a web site so that the public can see exactly which
products are under review. Unfortunately, other couptoes have not matched their
scientific advances with the necessary policy and regulatl ry adjustment.. This Is the
case in the EU. We recognize the rih falcutIs t review the safety of those
products. However, we remain very concerned about th~ ad hoc nature of the EU
approval process and EU delays-for purely political reasbn-ln granting approvals
for biotech products..

U.S. products from biotechnology face increasing barriers in the EU market. Our
problems are primarily two-fold: -delays In product approval and burdensome label-

W hile in the United States, on average, a company can secure final regulatoryap
provl fr product of biotechnology within 9 months of a company's submission;

th average E U approval taes 1S to 24 months. The EU approval process has been
problematic from the beginning. Political pressure to block product. from bio-

teholog has increased in a number of EU countries and member state objections
to d ulparoduct. have become the norm. As a result, this slow process has

ground t a halt.
With the exception of two carnation varieties, no new biotech product has been

approved by the Commission since March 1998. Even after EU scientific committee
approval of products member states like France have held up the approval of corn
varieties for 6 months, effectively blocking the export of U. S. corn to the EU for
most of 1998. As a result, U.S. corn growers lost $200 million in export sales in
1998, and face similar losses in 1999.

Implementation of the EU's novel food legislation in 1998 is adding to the slow-
down. This legislation contains labeling regulations that have added to the confu-
sion. On September 3, 1998, the EU implemented mandatory labeling on foods con-

tiiggtically modified corn and soybeans. However details still have not been
provided ofo processors as to how the regulation will (e implemented: companies
still do not know which products will be exempt, testing procedures for detecting
product. fr-om biotechnology, or de minimus levels. Even companies that are trying
to export products that are not genetically engineered are having problems. Since
the EU has not established clear testing procedures or do minimus levels, companies
cannot demonstrate that their product. are not bioengineered.

The United States has raised concerns about the ELIs labeling policy to the EU
Commission and in the World Trade Organization's Technical 3airriers to Trade
Committee. The United States has questioned the scientific basis of a number of
these issues with the EU and finds many aspects of the labeling regulation ambig-
uous and impractical.

Furthermore, the EU Parliament has recently proposed amendment. to relevant
EU legislation that, if adopted, could threaten any future approvals. These amend-
ment. might put so many restrictions on the import of goods contaning biotech
product., that agriculture product. from the United States and other countries
could be severely restrictd This could threaten EU biotech investment, develop-
ment, and maktin of biotech products, sharply restricting U.S. agricultural ex-
ports to the EU.

We continue to encourage the EU to evaluate genetically mdified pouct. using
scientifically based analysis and to keep U.S. exporters Informed of development.
in the EU to help ensure that there is no disruption of trade. In addition, we use
every oporunty to educate EU officials and others about the-U.S. regulatory jrc
ess aA product safety. Our agricultural counselors and attaches discuss trese
issues on a nearly daily basis with their counterpart. with regulators, the media,
and consumer groups throughout Europe. USDA offcial have met with EU member
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state regulators given speeches at numerous European conferences, and even testi-
fled before the B~ritish Hiouse of Lords. We have invited groups of European decision
makers, government officials, scientists, and Journalists to come to the United
States to meet with government officials, farmers who use the technology company
representatives who develop the products and commodity buyers and sellers along
the ftood. hanlg process. in thi ways Europeans cnsee for themselves how we
regulate products frm biotechnology, how broadly the technology has spread in the
UnitetI States and why segregation of products from biotechnology from non-biotech
products would be unnecesaxy difficut and expensive.

For the ftiture, approval of roducts from biotechnology was one area identified
under the Transatlantic Economic Partnership (TEP) process that could be improved
through greater cooperation between EU and U.S. regulatory agencies. A TEP
Biotech Working Group met for the first time on February It to begin discussing
terms of reference for a pilot project that would lead to a comparison and, where
possible, harmonization of certain aspects of U.S. and EU member country regu-
latory review processes f'or transgenic plants.

CHINA

Ambasstidor Scher has brought you up-to-date on the progress of our talks with
China over its WTO accession. USDA, as a member of the inter-agency team, is
working closely with USTR on this accession.

China is an important market for U.S. agriculture-both as a customer and a
competitor. Last year, Greater China (China and Hong Kong) purchased $3.3 billion
in agrcultural, fish, and forest products from the United States. Chinese demand
for U.S. poultry, meat and produce is high, and China has become a major market
for U.S. soybeans, oil, and meal. The United States imported about $1.8 billion in
agricultural, fish, and forest products from China with forest products and fish ac-
counting for nearly half of the total. In addition, 6 hlna is a major competitor in the
world markets, especially for bulk commodities. For examnle, in recent months
China has been a major exporter of corn.

Economic reforms in China, combined with a broad-based financial recovery in
Asia, could trigger much more rapid growth in demand as a result of rising incomes,
a growing middle class, and changing diets. In fact, Chinese leaders recently an-
nounced their plans for reform in 199. The government is planning for 7 percent
growth, compared to 7.8 percent last year.

However, fuure trends in China's agricultural trade remain something of a ques-
tion mark, but a very important question mark in the global outlook. Current pro
jections indicate only modest growth in China's import demand for most bulk com-
moditiesi, as well as significant ptential for boostn Chinese crop yields.

Making long-term proections of China's agrcultural production and trade re-
mains notoriously difficult t. Frequent plicy chnges, lack of good data, and the
sheer size of its economy make Chia the wild card in the international trade out-
look. However, we must continue to ensure that U.S. agriculture is well-positioned
to take advantage of the many trade opportunities in the Chinese market.

This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. I will be glad to answer any ques-
tions.



COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT 0? THE NATIONAL BARLEY GROWERS ASSOCIATION
The National Barley Growers Association applauds the Subcommittee's inquiryinto trading practices of' two of this country's most important trading partners,China and the European Union. Given the population and economic growth levelsof these two countries, we would normally expect both to b~e potentially good mar-kets for US grain exports. But, in fact, they are competitors rather than significantbuyers because of numerous market access barriers, domestic production subsidiesan export incentives.
The National Barley Growers Association has submitted a detailed Barley TradePolicy Action Plan to the Administration listing numerous concerns we have withthe trading practices of both China and the European Union. We include the rel-evant issues here so that the Subcommittee will better understand the challengeswe face in maintaining a competitive US barley industry.

CHINA
Market Access--China is the world's leading importer of malting barley, but hasnot purchased US malting barley since 1995 because it maintains an unjustified banagainst US wheat and barley containing TOK smut disease., Although TOK is nota disease that affects barley, barley kernels can pick up spores during storage andtransportation. This ban is not based on sound science as documented in a TCKPest Risk Assessment completed by the US Department of Agriculture in 1998. This,document was formally p resented to Chinese officials nearly a year ago, but theyhave yet to officially acknowledge its conclusive findings and take action to endtheir 25 year ban on wheat and barley grown :.n the Western US. The Chinese Gov-ernment should address this TCK ban immediately. Prohibitively high import tariffson malt that protect their inefficient domestic producers also must be addressed.WTV) Accesson-NBGA supports China's accession to the World Trade Organiza-

tion if the following conditions are met:
(1) Elimination of the current zero tolerance TCK standards that prohibit import

of most US wheat and barley;
(2) China is admitted as a developed country, not as a developing country, as it

has insisted In the paset;
(3) The role of state trading enterprises is fully clarified and a portion of tradeis reserved for the emerging private sector; and
(4) China adheres to all of the disciplines and obligations inherent in WTO thatwould require significant reforms of its, agricultural sector, including implementa-tion of minimum access for imported products. transparency, and conversion of im-

port quotas to tariff-rate quotas.
Most importantly, we feel that WTO accession should not be approved on thebasis of promised reforms, but on actual concessions that will create long-term mar-ket access opportunities for US grain product..

EUROPEAN UNION
Export Subidie-In May of 1998 heavily subsidized barley from the EuropeanUnion was shipped to the Unie States for the first time in history, causng a se-vere market Impact in this country's largest barley feeding area. European traderssold 1.4 million bushels of Finnish barley to a California feed mill carrying a sub-sidy of $51 per metric ton or $1.11 a bushel. This sale immediately depressed localfeed barley prices-by at least-24-cent. per bushel and continued to depress prices

in the California feed market for at least nine months. This occurred at a time thatUS barley producers were already suffering from low world prices-prices that werebeing driven lower by the overall increase in EU export subsidies.
(67)
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Although the EU government has unofficially stopped the use of export subsidies

on barley destined to North American markets, we must Insist in the short-orin,
until a new WT() agreement can be negotiated that the EU adopts a plicy speclfl-
cally delisting the United States as an eligible destination for subsldloe grains.
Over the long-term, we must seek to eliminate all export subsidies in agricultural
trade, including defacto subsidies used by state trading enterprises.

In the current marketing year (June 1998-May 1999 ), the EU has subsided
more than 6 million metric tons of barley onto the world market, at rates as high
as 49 to 81 dollars pr metric ton-a subsidy rate exceeding barley prices in many
part. of~ the United States. This level compares with only 1.0 MMT approved a year
ago, and we know how distorting last year's subsidies were, particularly in the Cal-
fornia market.

Zero-for-Zero-The NBGA recently endorsed a zero-ror-tero negotiating Position in
upcoming multilateral trade talks that calls for the total elimination of all export
subsidies, tariffs and non-tariff barriers for world barley and malt trade. This pack-
agze also insist. that importing and exporting state trading enterprises operating
within the barley and malt sectors lose their monopoly were and operate at risk
in the marketpace. We are working within a growing international coalition of bar-
ley poucers traders and processors in hopes -that private sector cooperation will
accelerate multilateral action.

Agend 2000 CAP Reform-We oppose continued EU domestic support programs
that cleasily distort trade. Instead or reducing high domestic su sports, proposed CAP
reform will instead provide a higher level or support and continue to encourage uin-
realistically high production levels that cannot besupported by world demand fun-
damentals. Meanwhile the US has seen it. market share cut in half and effcient
US roducers squeeZed by curnt prices that are below their cost of production. If
the EU continues to provide high guaranteed prices then they also must use higher
acreage controls to prevent further surplus production. Unfortunately, the latest
version of CAP reform would eliminate aetasides after the 2000-2001 crop year.
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